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The silver-haired old man brought out Laura
and Lena. When Singing Bird saw Little
Red Cloud gaze at Lena ae he did ehe became furious with jealousy. She snatched
up a tom!'hawk aµd flew at her . •
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LITTLE RED CLOUD
THE BOY INDIAN CHIEF
By AN OLD SCOU T.

CHAPTER 1.- The Tragedy of.the Border.·
A few years before the war of Secession broke
out a frontiersman's cabin stood on the west bank
of the upper Missouri. It was a double log cabin,
and before it stood an immense old oak under the
shade of which played a little five-year-old boy.
The mother sat in the door, and knit and sang as
she rocked a cradle with her foot. Suddenly the
crack of a rifle was heard in the woods below the
cabin. The little fellow sprang u p from his play,
crying out: "Papa is comin'-papa is comin'!" and
ran off in the direction that the sound of the shot
had come. The happy mother looked after the little fellow, and smiled as she thought of how she
would see him a few moments later per ched upon
his father's shoulders. Five, ten, fifteen minutes
passed, and then she laid down her knitting and
listened. She could hear nothing.
"I wonder what William could have shot that
keeps him back so long?" she said to herself.
She walked back to the house, went inside, and
tried to devote herself to some little household
duty. -Suddenly she snatched up her bonnet, shqt
and locked the cabin door- her lit~le babe inside-and hurried away into the woods. She ran with
all her speed till she had gone as far as she
thought the sound of the rifle had come, and then
stopped.
"Harry! Harry!" sl}e called, at the top of her
voice.
.
No childish voice responded, and then she called
out:
"Will! Oh, Will!"
Only the echo of her voice came back to her.
"I·lE:avens!" she moaned. "My child is lost!
Save him!" and she sank down at the foot of the
tree like one almost bereft of her strength.
But she was up again in a moment, and bounded away like a deer, going toward the cabin. She
ran as if for her life, and when she reached the
little home, she seized a large cow's horn, which
hung against the wall near the door, and blew
three short, sharp blasts with it. Then she waited a couple of minutes and blew three more blasts,
after which she hung it up, and took the cooing
babe in her arms, pressing it to her heart as if
afraid it, too, might get lost in the woods. By
and by she heard footsteps approaching, and run-

ning to the door, she saw her husband coming
with his rifle and the carcass of a deer.
/1'What's the matter, Mary?" he asked·, as he
laid the dead game down on the ground by the
door and looked up- at the pallid face of his wife.
"Will-Harry-is-lost!"
W"illiam Harper stood like one suddenly turned
to stone, and stared at his wife as if he had no\'
quite caught the full meaning of her words.
"Which way did he go?" he gasped, finding his
voice at last.
"Down that way. He thought he heard your
rifle and went to meet you a half hour ago."
"I'll run down that way and soon bring him
back," he said, and the next moment he was off.
He went over the same ground the mother ha d
gone, calling the name of his little boy at the top
of his voice. But, like the mother, he got only
the echo of his voice for reply. Then he turned
his fo,•tsteps toward the river to see if the little
fellow wanderM that way. Ere he had gone two
hundred yards .he came upon the trail of five Indian&, and followed it to the water's edge. There
he found that they had taken a canoe and gone
away in it.
"They have stolen him!" he said to himself, the
tones of his voice telling how much his heart was
wrung. "I can't tell whether they went up or
down stream, or merely crossed over to the other
side. I have been the best of friends to them, and
and now, if they have taken him, my vengeance
shall be the most deadly of any that ever pursued
them."
He went back to the cabin to tell his wife. She
saw him coming and gave a wild, piercing scream.
He rushed to her side, but she was in a deathlikE' swoon. To throw water in her face and-chafe
her face and hands was all he could do. Strong
man as he was he could not keep back the tears
that came into his eyes to blind him, He wept and
yet worked to restore .her to conscjow.sness. At
last he succeeded, and then he.; heartrsndhfg cries
utterly unmanned him. .
'
. . .
"Go! Go! GoY' she•cried. .''f'oilow }\i!' trail till
you find him•" · ,
• , • .. -· · . .'· ·-. ·
"I w.ill go. to ·the ·nearest ·Jndian village," said
the father. "and· teli t.ll.em tklft. oiir littie boy has
· been. takl!-n away. The chief will .i:ause him to be
given up if any one ~n his· tribe _has taken him."
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"Go ouickly, then!" cried the mother; "don't
worry about me. I can take care of myself."
He took up his rifle, kissed his wife and child,
and hurried away to the river, where lay his
canoe. To row across the river and seek for the
trail of the Indians on the other side was the fo·st
move he made. It did not take him long to satisfy
himself th at they ha d not landed there.
"They must have gone up the river," he said.
Crossing back over to his side of the river, he
tied up his canoe and started on foot to visit the
Indian villages up in the wild regions of the
Yellowstone and upper Missouri. Days and weeks
passed , and every Indian village he could hear of
was visited, and yet no tidings of his child could
he hear. Then he turned his weary .f ootsteps toward his cabin home. He tramped through the
almost tracldess for est, and fin ally came to familar landmarks, wh ich t old him that he would soon
see his wife and innocent babe. On reaching the
clearing, which his own strong hands had made,
he stopped an·d gazed around like one half dreaming. He could not bring himself to realize that
·his home was no more, and wife and child gone.
"It was not an a ccident," he said to himself,
"else she would have left some token to tell me
where she had g one. It is the work of fiends.
From this hour I am myseH a fiend. Be they
alive or dead I will be the Nemesis of the redmen
who did this thing. Hear me, Thou Ruler of
Heaven and earth! H ear me, dead ashes of my
home---I swear by all that as long as my eyes can
see, my eaTs hear, my feet run, my hands strike,
my life shall be one of vengeance!"

CHAPTER 11.-The Two Renegades-the Boy
Chief.
.
On a bright June morning two men met on the
banks of the Yellowstone in the "bend below the
pillar of the White Elk. One was short in stature, but muscular and active. His face wore a
sinister expression, and he had a sort of h.unted
look about him. Even at a casual glance one could
see that he was a man who held human life as
of but little value to any one but himself. The
other, his companion, was several inches taller, of
light, sinewy build and evidently very active and
strong.
"See hyer, Bill Gregg," the tall man said. "Yer
can't make me believe such a yarn as that. Why,
\Vil! H a rper was w"iped out mor'n ten years ago."
"Jesso, Zack," said the short man, leaning on
his rifle, and squirting a mouthful of tobacco juice
on the leaves at his feet. "So I thought; but my
eyes ain't foolin' me yet. I ain't so old but what. I
kin tell ef I knows a man. I tell yer I saw Will
Harpl,r yesterday up by White Elk pillar, an' he
weren't dead, nuther. Old Deer Slayer said he
killed him, but he can't show his scalp."
"Whar's he bin all them ten years, I'd like ter
know'?" Zack Allen asked.
"I dunno. He ain't bin seen till yesterday. But
many braves has ·n wiped.()ut, yer know, an' I'm
thinkin' a s how he has bin playin' 'er game."
"Game ! Er dead man don't play no games, Bill
Gregg. Yer saw his ghost."
"I don't believe in no ghosts !"
"Whar did yer see- 'im ?"
"Up by the White Elk pillar. I was hid behind

er boulder an' he come by with er rift'! in his
hand. I knowed him ter onct. He is older than
he were when his boy was took. Ghosts don't
grow old."
"Whar did he go'?"
"Over to ther hills thar."
•"Kin we trail 'im '?"
"Look hyer, Zack. Ez long as he lets us erlone
it ud pay ter let him erlone. Harper is rank
pizen."
·
"But will he let us alone?"
"I dunno. He ain't killed us yit. It's ther
redskins he's arter."
"But we are with 'em, an--"
"Never mind that, Zack," said Gregg. "It's
been thirten years since his cabin were burned,
an' ef he ain't bin doin' nothin' in ten years he
ain't goin' ,to do nothin' now. But we'll see old
Deer Slayer and tell him he ain't got Harper's
scalp."
"He'll laugh at yer."
"Mebbe he'll see Harper an' find out for himself. They called 'im 'Swift Hand' 'cause he were
so quick with his hands. Shoot me for a catamount _ef I kin see whar he's bin all this time.
If ther Blackfeet meet 'im they'll wipe 'im out.
We've got ter git over t'other side o' ther river,
for Gray Wolf's band is er comin' ter see ther
White Elk. Old Yellow Bear isn't ready for so
many, an' 'JI get whipped out o' his moccasins."
The two men were renegades who had sought
refuge among the Indians to escape the penalty of
their crimes among the whites along the border.
The Indians had r eceived them as allies who were
wicked a s themselves. But they were not always
eager to go into battle, either against the soldiers
or other tribes, hence they went over to the north
side of the Yello,w stone to escape taking a hand in
the probable fight when the two bands met. The
White Elk was a singular source of a strange
superstition among all the tribes of the- Northwest. There is a place on the banks of the Y ellowstone where the high range of rocky hills
comes to a sudden termination.
Just one hundred yards from the end of the
range of hills stands an immense stone column,
or pillar, towering" perpendicularly more th.an one
hundred and fifty feet. It was first seen by Colonels
Lewis and Clarke in 1806, when they led an exploring party up into the then unknown Northwest. Colonel Clarke cut his initials on the rock,
and they are to be seen there to this day. The
Indians have all sorts of legends about it, and one
is that at odd times an immense white elk appears on the peak, and the warrior or hunter, who
is lucky enough to see it, is sure to have good luck
on the expedition he is going on at the time he
saw it.
Many white hunters had seen the great white
elk on the peak of the column, but as they were
not quite so superstitious as the Indians, they endeaTored to account for it. There are no stated
times for it to appear. Hunting parties ·sometimes encamped at the base of the pillar for a
month or so, waiting for the elk to appear to give
them good luck. It has been known that a war
party of Blackfeet, Crows or Sioux, after waiting
there a month to get a glimpse of "heap good
elk,'' would give up the expedition because the
elk had not appeared to them. Of late years the
Indians had reported that a white man, with long
white hair and beard, had been seen about the
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Jace appearing and cij.sappearing as if by magic.
~t some of them had talked with him and received kindness at his hands. Such were the superstitions of the Indians in regard to the White
Elk when the two renegades, Gregg and Allen,
crossed over the river to avoid being on hand
when the two war parties should meet near the
famous pillar.
They knew that bad blood . exi s~d between. the
two tribes on account of the old chief of the Sioux
refusing to join the Blackfeet in a war against the
white settlers on the border. If they met near
the pillar there would be a fight sure, and the two
renegades made haste ~o get out. of the way. The
Sioux were led by their old chief, who had won
more battles for his tribe than any chief of whom
they had any trndition. But the old warrior had
seen his best days, as sixty years had rolled by
since his birth: He had survived all his children
save one, a beautiful girl just seventeen years old.
Her name was Singing Bird, and many of the
b1·avest warriors of the tribe had paid court tq
her hoping to win her as a wife. But she turned
a deaf ear to all of them, only to listen to the
wooing of a youth of about eighteen years· of age,
who had not yet taken a scalp. He was brave, bold
and daring, and she had faith in his future. She
loved him, and that was enough for her to know.
The very day that the two renegades crossed
over the river and hid themselves among t?e rocks
the two bands of Indians came in sight of the pillar of the White Elk. The Sioux made a rush to
get first on the ground and the Blackfeet did the
same. Of course there was a fight, and as the
Blackfeet outnumbered the Sioux almost two to
one, the latter had to fight hard to keep from lo.sing the day. Little Red Cloud was everywhere m
the thickest of the fight. But for him the day
would have been lost. He held a position till the
other warriors came to his side and drove back
the enemy. The Blackfeet retreated, and, IndianJike made no resistance after their retreat began.
It .;as a bloody fight. 'Many good warriors had
fallen, a:nd among them the old chie! wh? had led
his people so long. But\vhen the victorious warriors gathered around the camp fire at the base
of the great stone pillar that nigbt it was found
that Little Red Cloud had taken seveR scalps. No
other warrior could show more than four, and only
two could show that many. The old warriors looked at him and grunted. . They were not pleased,
for it was a rule in the tribe that when a chief
fell in battle the warrior who could show the most
scalps ta.ken in that fight was entitled to succeed
him. He was but a boy yet in years, and ol dwarriors who bore many scars received in battle did
JWt relish the idea of having a boy for a chief.
But there was no avoiding the rule of the tribe.
He had fairly won the place, and. they gave it to
him under the shadow of the great pillar of the
elk.
CHAPTER III.-The Old Man of the Hills.
On the evening following the battle in which
Little Red Cloud won the place of chief the Sioux
warriors sat around the camp-fires and talked in
low tones about the events of the day. The boy
chief sat on a stone near by gazing at the flickering light before him. Suddenly he rose to his
feet and stalked away toward the :river bank,

where he stopped and stood at the brink, his arm!!
folded across his breast.
"I am chief now," he muttered to himself, "and
my warriors will follow and obey my call. Yet I
know that I am not an Indian. My skin 'neath
my hunting sliirt is not the color of theirs, though
my face is tanned nearly as dark as the oldest of
them. They hate the whites and I do not. They
want to war with the whites and I do not. Gregg
and Allen are bad white men who cannot live with
their people, and that is why they desire to have
the Sioux go to war with them. I hope the White
Elk will not come and ten us to go to war against
them."
"The young chief is wise,'' said a grave voice
behind him, and looking around the boy chief beheld in the dim starlight the face and form of an
old paleface about whom the redmen had of late
become so s up~stitiou s.
His hair and beard were long and almost snow
white.
.
.
.
"The young chief is wise,'' repeated the old
man. "The Indian cannot cope with him in battle. Let the redmen remain at peace with their
white brothers, and give up all the white captives
they may have in their villages. Then the White
Elk will appear on yonder pillar of rock and point
the way for them to go."
Ther e was something about the old man that
ii:ispired the .boy chief with unquestionable confi. dence in him. He seemed to share in the superstition of his people in regard to him.
"Many years have made the paleface with the
white beard wiser than the medicine men of the
redmen," he said. "Little Red Cloud will listen
to his voice. He will not go to war · with the
whites. But the warriors of the tribe are eager
for the fray. Their tomahawks and ·scalping
knives are sharpened to cut deep."
"Let them beware. They will be driven still
farther toward the setting sun, and their warriors
will fall like leaves of the t r ees in autumn.
Listen, chief, and r emember my wor ds. When the
White Elk appears good luck will follow th e expedition that starts out on the day it is seen . But
not if they start aga inst t he whit es, for the elk
is white itself. It means b'ad luck if you go
against the whites. I have spoken . I have been
with the White Elk lo these many years."
"The young chief listens. H is ears drink in
the words of the paleface, and--"
The young chief stopped and looked a r ound, as
if half suspecting the presence of a listener . The
old white man glanced around, t oo, but did not see
anything to cause him to think ·he wa s being
watched. But a moment or two later they both
moved away from the spot, as -if in doubt as to
the wi sdom of longer r ema ining there. The young
chief returned to t he camp -fires, and the old man
started off toward the hills beyond the pillar of
the White Elk. As he was pass ing a clump of
bushes, two white men sprang out and confrouted
him. .
"Where C!o you live?" one of them· asked.
"In the hills back there, Bill Gregg," was the
reply.
"Blast it, man!" exclaimed the r enegade, "who
are you, and how'd yer know my name?"
"I have known you and Zack Allen ever since
you came to the Sioux for refye," replied the old
man.
"But who are you?" Gregg demanded•;
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"I am the old. man of the hills!" was the reply.
"What have you been saying to that boy? Is
he a -traitor to the redmen ?"
"No. He is the chief of the Sioux. The old
chief was slain in the fight today, and Little Red
Cloud showing more scalps than any other war7
rior, was made chief in his stead. He didn't cross
over the river to get away from the battle."
"By the Great Elk!" exclaimed Gregg. "He is
not an Indian. He is a white boy who was stolen
from his home thirteen years ago. He isn't but
eighteen years old now;"
The old man started. The words of the renegade seemed to move him as he was never mved
before. He whirled upon Gregg, and seizing him
by the arm with a vise-like grip, said:
"Tell me what you know about that boy, and it
will be well with you. Where did they get him?"
"Down the river somewhere."
- "Who brought him to the village?"
"The warriors who brought him in are deadkilled by the Blackfeet."
_"Did they bring anyone . else with him?" the
old man asked.
"No."
"No child-a babe-or mother?"
"No."
"Did you ever know wnose child he was?''
"No."
"You lie, you renegade, you lie! A five years
old child would tell his name! Tell me the truth
or I'll hurl you into the river!"
Gregg sought to free himself from the old man's
grasp, but the next moment he felt himse~f lifted
off his feet, as if by a giant, and hurled mto the
river, making a splash that caused every warrior
at the camp-fires to spring to his feet.

CHAPTER ·IV.-The Two Renegades' Treason.

0

The moment Gregg came to the surface he
looked to see if the old man was still there on the
river bank. But he had gone away, and the renegade swam out as quickly as possible.
"Throw me into the river, eh?" he muttered to
himself. "Let him try it once more. If I don't
ventilate him like a wasp's nest, my name ain't
Bill Gregg, that's all. He knows something about
Little Red Cloud, an' wants to know more. Just
let me get a chance at 'im again, an' I'll tell him
more than he ever knew before, I - - "
He suddenly darted into a clump of bushes, ~s
he heard footsteps approaching, and held his
hunting knife r~ady for in~tant use._ As h·~
crouched there he saw who it was-his brother
renegade, Zack Allen.
"Hello Zack!" he called, in low tones. "Where
did he g~?"
"Inter ther cave under ther rocks," replied Allen. "Lord, why didn't I shoot 'im wheri I had
ther chance?"
"Just wait till I git · a chance at 'im. I'm a
rattler-fourteen rattles and a button-an' when
I strike I let my pizen go straight in. He throwed
me inter ther river .like I was nothin' but a baby,
but wait-wait till I strike. Did yuu trail "im to
·
_
•
th~cave~'
"Yes, an' he wali.d right in as if he lived
there".

'"'!'here's two or three places to go in, you.
know."
"Yes. He went inter ther one .next ther White
Elk pillar."
"Zack, I'm goin' ter lay for 'im -till I git 'im.
He's my meat."
"I'm with yer, pard," said Zack.
"Come on, then. We must find a good place ter
lay for 'im in," and the two renegades started off
in the direction of the great hill of -stone under
which the old man had disappeared a"fter dousing
Gregg.
They socin reached the spot, where an immense
fissure in the rock extended from the ground up
to a distance of one hundred feet or more. Stopping before that Allen said in a half whisper:
"He went in here."
Gregg looked around and fixed his eye upon a
couple of boulders which lay some thirty feet back
from the entrance to the cave.
"We'll camp behind them, Zack," he said, pointing to the boulders, "an' wipe 'im out when he
shows himself."
The two renegades stationed themselves behind
the boulders, and proceeded to settle down for a ·
long wait, in order to get a chance at the man
they wanted to wipe out. On hearing the 'Splash
in the water Little Red Cloud had hastened back
to the river suspecting that so ething was wrong.
He reached the spot in time to see Gregg climbing
up out of the water, and hid himself behind a
tree for a moment or two to see what the trouble
was. From what he heard Gregg say in his rage,
he quickly surmised that the old man had pitched
him into the river. Then Allen came and he heard
what passed between them. To follow and shadow
them after that was a natural sequence, and in
a little while he found them intrenched behind
the two boulders, intent on the cowardly assassination of the old man as he came out of the cave.
That was something he would not permit, because
the old man had interested him, besides showing
him unusual friendship since he first met him. Acc0rdingly he marched boldly up to the boulders,
and said:
"You want to kill the Old Man of the Hills. If
you do I make my warriors burn you at the stake.
I have spoken," and with that he turned away
and started to go back.
Enraged at being thus spoken to by one whom
he regarded as a mere boy Bill Gregg made up
his mind quickly to wipe him out, and thus free
himself from his rule as a chief.
"Hold on, chief," he said, going toward him. "I
want ter see you."
The young chief stopped and waited for him to
come up. He saw the gleam of a knife in his hand .
in the starlight, and instantly suspected treachery. Being thus on his guard, he was too quick
for him when the renegade made a stroke at his
throat with his knife; and dodged it, at the same
time drawing his tomahawk and giving the Sioux
war-whoop. The next moment the young chief
had him on the defensive, forcing him back upon
Allen, who called out:
"Run for it, Bill! the braves are comin' !"
Making a sudden break, the two renegades
sought shelter in the very cave where they had
thought to corner the Old Man of the Hills. Little Red Cloud pursued them to the mouth of the
cave and there stopped. When his braves came up
he told them what had happened.
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"Gregg and Allen are enemies of the Sioux,''.he
proclaimed. "Let the Sioux braves ta.k e their
scalps wherever they find them."
They stationed half a dozen braves at the mouth
of the cave to guard it, and the rest went away
to meet around the camp-fires. In the meantime
Gregg _and Allen were not in a happy frame. of
mind. They had suddenly lost the refuge which
the Sioux had given them for years, and now they
had heard the young chief proclaim them as enemies and offer their scalps to any warrior who
could take them.
"Bill, it's all up with us,'' said Allen, as he
heard the young chief denounce them by name.
"Come on,'' said Gregg. "We must get outen
hyer afore the moon rises,'' and he led the way
through a passage where he could not see an inch
before his nose. Allen followed him, and after
going what seemed to them half a mile or so they
came to an opening in the rock which looked out
upon the river, but some twenty feet above the
·
water.
A shelving rock protruded somewhat, and they
stepped out on that. The precipice towered above
them almost perpendicularly.
"We are saved,'' said Gregg. "We can jump
down inter ther water an' swim across to the other
side."
"So we can,'' returned Allen. "We are in good
luck after all."
"Yes. Hark, I hear canoes,'' and they stood still
to listen.
They waited five minutes or more, and then saw
three large canoes coming directly toward the
rock on which they stood.
"Hyer's the tunnel!" they heard a voice in the
nearest canoe say.
"Yes, hyer it is,'' said another. "All the soldiers in ther West can't find us hyer. Duck yer
heads now, an' come straight in. I'll strike a
.
light when we get in ~ar enough."
To their great surprise, the three canoes, which
s€emed to have seven or eight men in each, passed
under the rock and disappeared from view.

CHAPTER V.-The Outlaws-The Escape of the
Girls.
"Pard, they're white men,'' Sl).id Allen, as soon
as the sound of the oars had died away under the
rock.
"Yes, an' outlaws at that. I reckon they're
Raymond's band."
"Me, too, pard. Lord, why didn't we sing out to
·
'em!"
"They're comin' out again some time, I reckon."
"Yes, but we ain't got nothin' ter eat with us,
an' as they are hidin' from ther soldiers they
won't come out for er week, mebbe."
"That's so. Hang it, we kin both swim. Let's
jump in an' follow the tunnel under the rock. We
can swim anywhere a canoe can go."
"Waal, let's jump in an' try it."
They each wore a knife and revolver-things
they would not part with under any circumstances, and yet they knew that such weapons
would ha,ve a tendency to pull them toward the
bottom when they plunged into the water. But
they made the leap and struck the water with a
loud splash,
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."This way, pard,'' said Gregg, swimming under
the tunnel.
Allen followed, and they both swam straight
ahead till they struck against a wall of rock in
•
the darkness.
"Let us follow this wall,'' said Gregg>, as he felt
.
along the rocky side of the tunnel.
In a little while they came to a sharp curve,
round which they turned, and then saw several
lights ahead.
"Thar they are! Hello, pards!"
The men with the torches were amazed at hearing the cap, and waited to see who they were.
Gregg and Allen swam up to a pebbly beach in a
large chamber, where three large canoes were.
drawn up out of the water. On the beach over a
score of villainous looking nien, armed to the
teeth, stood awaiting them. There were also two
young ·girls there who were evidently prisoners.
"Who are you?" demanded a man who seemed
to be the leader of the bimd.
"We a1·e white men who want to join your band.
The redskins are after our hair,'' and as he spoke
Bill Gregg climbed up out of the water and confronted the captain.
"Why, that's Bill Gregg!" exclaimed a man in
the crowd; "an' t'other's Zack Allen! I know 'em,
cap'n."
"Ah! you've been with the Sioux a long time,"
said the captain. "What are you leaving them
for?"
"We had a little difficulty with the Boy Chief
an' had ter leave."
"Well, you can mess with us,'' said the captain.
"I am Raymond. The soldiers are looking for us·
for some work done the other day. Come on,
boys, to the banquet hall,'' and he led the way
through a narrow passage into another chamber
where were rude tables and seats.
From one of the canoes several bags of plunder were taken and placed in a corner of the cavern. Then a number of jugs and tin cups were
produced from some of the many recesses of the
place and set upon the table. The men crowded
around to get drinks of liquor from the jugs, while
the two young girls were assigned a place in a
recess, where skins and blankets were spread before them.
"Now, see here, girls," said the captain, approaching them; "I don't ::;ee why you should be
crying all the time, when no harm i-s going to be
done you at all."
"It isn't that, sir," said the eldest of the two
girls, who seemed to be some twenty years of age.
"It isn't that at all. It's the harm that's already
been done that grieves us. Our dear old uncle has
been cruelly murdered and his property taken.
Oh, it was cruel-cruel!" and their tears burst
forth afresh, and their sobs became almost incessant.
"Yes, that was bad enough, but it couldn't be
hel"ped," said the outlaw captain. "You can get
over the loss of your uncte, and I'll see that his
property is restored to you again. We are obliged
to hold you as prisoner for a while to make sure
of our own safety. By and by you can go free
again, if you wish. So dry your tears and try to
make yourselves comfortable and happy."
He left the two girls after "tha.t . and rejoinec1
his men at the · table, where he ·asked Gregg for
the stq;ry of his trouble with tht! Sioux. The
a story, at which the men .
renegade told him quite
.
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laughed and filled up their cu'ps as if to drink to
confusion of the Sioux. They kept on drinking till the scene became pandemonium-an orgie
of demon ou.tlaws. Long after midnight some of
them began to drop down in drunken stupor.
Gregg and Allen went down among them. The
captain and others followed till not one of the
entire band could keep on his feet.
"Oh, Lena,'' whispered the elder to the younger
sister, "they are all dead drunk! Why cannot ·we
make ou1· escape from them?"
"How can we, Laura?" the other asked.
"By taking the canoes and finding our way
out."
"There's nothing to hinder, if we could only do
it,'' returned Lena.
Laura rose to her feet, and walked boldly over
to where the drunken outlaws ' were sleeping off
the fumes of their potations. Not one of them
stirred. She stooped down and took a revolver
from the belt of one of the men. Giving that to
her sister, who seemed to be a girl of seventeen,
she stooped and secured another.
"Come away,'' she whispered, turning and leading the way back toward the chambei· from
whence the whole band had moved on the arrival
of Gregg and Allen. Taking up one of the lanterns she led . the way till the chamber was
reached, thence into the great cavern, where they
wandered a1·oound till they found the pebbly beach
where the- canoes were.
•
"Here are three canoes,'' said Laura. "It would
be foolish for us to go and leave any of them behind us, for they could then follow us."
They had no trouble in making them fast together, and then Laura got into the third one,
with a paddle in her hllllds. Lena held the line
and towed the other two, while Laura got down
on her knees and began to propel the canoe
through the water. In a little while Laura exclaimed:
"We are saved, Lena! I feel the fresh air of
the .river! Hold your head down low now!"
Both girls ducked their heads and the canoes
passed out from under a low hanging ledge of
rocks into the broad moonlight of the bosom of
the river.
"Oh, I could shout for joy!" exc~aimed Lena.
"They can't follow us, for they have no canoes."
"Turn the other two canoes loose, Lena,'' said
Laura. "We can go faster then. We have use
for but one now."
Lena cut the other two loose, and they were
borne away on the current of the river. Laura
then plied her paddle with an energy born of a
determination to save herself and sister from the
peril that menaced them.
th~

CHAPTER VI.-The Rescue of the Girls-The
Old Man qf the Hills.
The two girls had gone perhaps a quarter of a
mile down the river, when several dark objects
in the water attracted their attention. They both
looked at them, and tlJ.en both made a discovery at
the same instant, for they gasped out:
"Indians!"
.
At th~ same instant a hand caught holci of the
canoe a!l.d the tufted head of a · Blackfeet ·warrior
was raised up to the edge.

"Ugh! where paleface maidens goin'?" he asked.
Laura answered him and said:
"We are going down the river to our home."
"No--come with Injuns," said the savage.
Just then two more warriors laid hold of the
canoe, and Laura felt it being drawn to the north
side of the river. Suddenly she recollected the
two revolvers she and Lena had brought away
from the outlaws' cave. They were lying in the
bottom of the canoe. In another instant she had
one in each hand, cocked and aimed at the heads
in the water.
"Let go of this canoe or I'll fire," she cried in
determined tones.
"Ugh! Maiden got pistol,'' said one of the warriors, laughing. "She will kill us all."
The other laughed, and one of them gave the
canoe a jerk to throw· her off her balance as she
stood up. Crack! Crack! Two shots rang out
over the water, and the crags echoed them fa:r and
wide up and down the river. Two warriors released their hold on the canoe and sank out of
sight.
"Ugh! Me take paleface maiden with us,'' said
another warrior, laying a hand on the canoe.
Crack went the revolver, and the redskin sank
out of sight with a bullet in his brain. Then the
others realized that the girl had killed three of
their number, and also that she had the advantage, as they had no arms with them in the water
save their knives.
"Ugh! Don't shoot! Injun go away," said the
one nearest the canoe when he thought she was
aiming at him.
"Go away, then, or I'll fire again,'' she said,
still holding the deadly revolvers pointed in their
direction.
They did swim away, and she laid the weapons
down in the bottom of the canoe, and took up the
paddle again.
·
"Thank heavens, they are gone!" said Lena,
J:reathing freer.
They turned toward the south bank of the river
and rowed with all their might. The canoe went
through the water like a thing of life. But two
canoes behind came faster, as five stalwart warriors in each plied the oars with all their might,
and gained rapidly on the two girls.
"Stop!" said one of the warriors, "or Indian
shoot!"
But they paid no attention to the threat. They
rowed with all the strength they conld command.
The girls' canoe touched the bank just as the foremost of the pursuers touched land. Laura sprang
out, a revolver in each hand, crying out:
"Jump ashore, Lena!" and then fired.
A yell told her that her aim had been true, and
the savage who got the bullet tumbled into the
water. Just as she was going to fire again, four
shots from a clump of bushes right at the bow of
her canoe startled her. Four death yells told the
story of their effect. But she did not stop to see
who her deliverer was. She blazed away again,
and with such deadly ef.f ect that the surviving_
redskins sprang into the water and dived out of
the way. Then she sprang ashore . with Lena,
The form of a young Sioux Indian stood before
them.
. "Who are you?" she demanded.
"I am Little Red Cloud, chief of the Sioux, and
the friend of the paleface maidens," replied the
Indian.
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Let us now return to the silver-haired old man
They hastened back to the cave, and made thei:r
who had so astonished the renegade by hurling way into the passage which they believed the two
him into the river, ~nd follow him as he stalked renegades had taken refuge in. In a little while
away from the water's edge. A few strides took they heard them talking in the passage. They folhim out of range of the camp-fires, and brought lowed them, gettfog closer and closer to them
him under the shadow of the great rock. There every minute, till they saw them reach an opening
he stopped to listen for sounds from either camp in the face of the rock fronting on the river.
or river, to see if the splash in the water had at- Neither had ever seen that opening before and
tracted attention. But everYthing was quiet, and while they were thinking about what they should
he bared his head to the cool night air, as if some- do they heard a loud splash in the water.
thing had taken place to make him feel uncom"Ten thousand furies!" gasped Winston; "they
fortably warm. As he stood there and watched have fallen into the river! They will both be
and listened he heard the soft footsteps of some- drowned, and jus~ice will be cheated!"
one who seemed to be trying to creep up on him.
In another moment he became convinced that he
had been followed by the man who was the companion of the one he had thrown into the river.
CHAPTER VIL-After the Renegades.
No sooner had that fact dawned upon his mind
than he turned and sauntered off along the base of
"Eric Winston, they have escaped us,'' said the
the rock, a distance of two hundred yards or more. old man, as he heard the splash as the two reneThere he turned and entered the mouth of a cave gades sprang into the river.
-or rather a great crack or fissure in the rock. . ''Yes, so they have. But I am tempted to jump
He made his way along the passage till he came m after them.
·
·
t'o where it joined another. Following that one
"That would do no good. You can't trail a man
he soon emerged into the open air near the spot in the water on a dark night."
.
where he was standing when he discovered that
"You are right. Oh, what a bitter disappointAllen had followed him. He stood there listen- ment!"
ing again, and in a few ·" minutes was joined by a
"So it is, but they can't go very far before
white hunter clad in buckskin hunting shirt and morning, and we may be able to get on their trail
by sunrise."
leggings.
"Shall we wait till then?"
"Ah! Eric, you have come at last," said the old
"Yes. We'd better go back and tell Little Red
ma, grasping his hand.
"Yes, I am here," said the newcomer. "Are Cloud that it's useless to keep a guard at the
mouth of the cave all night."
they about?"
They started on the return trip. The old man
"Yes, they are both here. But come, you must
be both tired and hungry," and he led the way lit a small lantern •he had with him, and thus was
toward the mouth of the cave from which he had enabled. to make his way mueh easier along a passage he had never known before. After going
just emerged.
After going about a hundred feet the old man some two or three hundred feet the old man came
stopped and felt along the wall with both hands to a sudden stop and listened. They b.oth heard
till he struck an iron rod that seemed to project voices. But they were too indistinct for them to
from the rock. Pressing hard against that a cloor hear what was being said. Finally they came to
opened by a boulder turning slowly round. They a crevice but a few inches wide in the wall of
passed into the opening, and the boulder swung rock, through .which the sound of voices came very
round into place again. Then he strnck a light distinctly. Then the old man whispered to Win·
and lit a rude lantern, revealing a large chamber ston and asked :
"Do you understand?"
containing skins, blankets. and a rude table.
"Yes, fully."
"Sit down now and I'll get you something to
"Come aw y, then," and they both retraced
eat,'' the old man said, going to a ledge or shelf
footsteps back to the passage they had just
of rock and bringing forward dried buffalo meat their
left.
enough for a dozen men to eat.
"You understand that Raymond, the outlaw,
Winston helped himself till his hunger was satand his band have a rendezvous under there, and
isfied, and then took a tin cup and went to a that
Gregg and Allen are with them?"
spring in a corner, where he quenched his thirst
"Yes," Winston replied. "I heard Gregg exin a draught of cold water.
"Where are the renegades?" Winston asked plain how he got in there by seeing their canoes
go into the tunnel under the i·ock."
when he returned from the spring.
"They are watching one of the entrances to this . "Yes. We can understand why they sprang
mto the water now."
cave to shoot me down as I go out."
"They have two girl prisoners there with them.
"Ten thousand furies, man!" gasped the hunter. · We ought to do something to rescue them."
"Let's nab 'em and mete out justice to them in
"True. We must be careful. Twenty-five
here."
white men, well al1Tled, is a bad crowd to attack.
"I am willing-yea, anxious to do so,'' said the We had better go and see Little Red Cloud, and
old man.
see how many warriors he can muster to make an
They concealed themselves and heard Little Red attack on them."
Cloud, the young chief, tell his braves how the two
They made their way out to the open air and
renegades had tried to assassinate him, and how then went in search of the .young chief. Little
they had fled for refuge to the cave under the Red Cloud was glad to see the old man, but looked
rocks.
at Eric Wins.ton inqui~ingly till he was told who
"They are in the cave, too," whispered the old he was.
.
man. "Corne on. We have them in our power!"
"Gregg and Allen want to ~t the ·scalt>
old

of
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man with the white hair," he remarked to the old
man.
"Yes, I know. You forbade them, and they
tried to take yours, after which they fled into the
cave to escape your wrath. I know all."
The young chief was astoni shed at the knowledge of the old man about what had taken place,
and said:
'
"The Old Man of the Hills is wise. He knows
everything. He speaks the truth. The Sioux will
take their scalps when they find them."
"Yes, you can do that, but the band is well
armed, and composed of very desperate men. We
don't know anything about the way they got there.
We'll have to find out, and then arrange a plan
of attack."
"Yes," said the young chief. "We'll find out,
and then go in there and take their scalps.".
They went back toward the camp-fires, near the
great pillar of stone, and there Little Red Cloud
said he would take a canoe and go down the
stream and see if he could find the tunnel through
which the outlaws hau entered the cave.
"I will go with you ," said the old man.
"And me, too," said '"inston.
They enter ed a good-sized canoe and shoved off.
Ere they struck the front of the great rock they
heard the sound of paddles on their left. In a
little. while they saw a canoe coming from the
north bank, and inst antly knew that they were
not Sioux, for at that t ·me there were none known
· to be on that side of the river. The canoe had
three waniors in it, and it came up alongside Little Red Cloud's canoe.
"We come see Cap'en Raymond," said the
Blackfeet warrior, as the two canoes touched.
Insti:tntly the old man spoke up and said:
"Come with u s. We are going to him, too."
"Ugh! Good!" said the warrior.
Winston and the young chief kept silent, divining the object of the old man. The old man
turned the canoe and rowed ashore, landing the
entire party, saying to the Blackfeet warriors:
"Come," and led the way right into the camp
of the Sioux warriors, every one of whom sprang
to his feet on seeing their foes thus come into
their midst.
"The Blackfeet warriors are spies," said the old
man. "They come over to meet the band of whites
under the rocks. They are prisoners."
The three warriors were dumfounded, and for
the moment did not know what to say or do. The
Sioux warriors burst out laughing when they understood the trick that had been played on the
three Blackfeet braves and began to dance around
them tauntmg them unmercifully. Suddenly they
made a break for freedom 1 striking right and left
with their tomahawks. In just two minutes the
three Blackfeet warriors were killed and scalped,
their bodies thrown into the river and their canoe
taken possession of.
"We will go again and see if we can find a way
to get .at the outlaws," said the old man to the
young chief, and a few minutes later they once
more embarked in a canoe to go down in front of
the great precipice on the water's side.

with Blackfeet warriors coming right down upon
them.
"We must get into the water and cut holes in
the bottom of their canoes,'' whispered the old
man, "and then swim below till we can land."
They let themselves down into the water easily,
and drew their knives, rea dy for the work of scuttling the canoes. It was not difficult to cut
through the bottom of a birch bark canoe. One
stroke was enough.
.
"Ugh!
Canoe sink!" grunted one of the
braves.
_Little Red Cloud cut through one, and in doing
so cut .the foot of one of the rowers. Instantly
the alarm was given just as Winston scuttled his.
In less than two minutes all three canoes had
sunk, and the water was alive with redskins trying to swim to some place of safety. Little Red
Cloud was seized by one ·of them, but he saved
himself by a quick use of his knife. At last he
swam away down the current, intending to hurry
back to his braves and get enough of them together to capture some of the Blackfeet. But he
had to swim down some distance ere he found a
landing place, which was on a shelving rock which
projected out into the water about t en feet or so.
On that he climbed and stood up to listen. H e
heard someone coming directly toward him, and a
few moments later the head and shoulders of a
stalwart Indian appeared almost at his feet .in
the water. He knew in an instant tha t he was
not a Sioux, and stood still for him to rise out of'
the water . In another instant the newcomer was
on his feet beside him. He was a big fellow-almost a head taller than the young chief, and
broad-shouldered in proportion. The big warrior
looked hard at him in the dim starlight and then
muttered:
"Sioux dog-me take scalp!"
Little Red Cloud saw that his enemy was
stronger than he was, and that he would have to
be careful not to let him get a grip on him. Little Red Cloud made a desperate charge and
wounded the big f ellow on the left shoulder. That
angered him.
"Ugh! Me take Sioux chief's scalp now!" and
he hurled himself upon him like an avalanche and
both went down on the r ocks, the young chief underneath him.
The next instant the Blackfeet had his scalplock in his hand. By a quick, dexterous movement Little Red Cloud plunged his knife into the
Blackfeet's side up t o the hilt. The shock paralyzed him for a moment or two, and it was easy
for the young chief to throw him off, which he
did. Then he went f or his scalp, and in less than
ten seconds he had torn it from his head. His
triumphant war-whoop rang out on the night air
to be defiantly answered by one from the other
side of the river. The war-whoop had told the
old man of the hills where the young chief was,
and he swam toward him. When he had approached the rock he called to him:
"Little Red Cloud's whoop rang out over the
river like the cry of the eagle."
"He has triumphed over his enemy," replied
the boy chief.
The old man knew his voice, and proceeded to
CHAPTER VIII.-The Fight in the Water.
climb out on the rock.
It did not take them long to get down· in front
"Where is Winston?" he asked.
of the great rock. In a few minutes they were
"I don't know," was the reply. "I have not seen
dumfounded at seeing three large canoes filled him since we went into the water."
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"I hope he has not been hurt. Eric I Eric I
Where are you?"
"Here-over here!" came back frem the other
side of the river.
"Come away! Swim over to this side."
Just then the yells of a half dozen warriors
were heard over that way, and it seemed as if
they were making a rush to capture or kill the
man whose voice had located him. Eric Winston
came swimming forward with bold strokes, followed by five Blackfeet warriors.
"They were too many for me," he said, as he
climbed upon the rock, "so I b1·ought 'em. over to .
divide with you. Ah! the young chief is here.
Glad to see you, chief!"
With defiant yells the pursuing Blackfeet began
climbing upon the rocks. Little Red Cloud gr abbed
one of them by the scalp-lock and had it off in a
flash ere the brave could raise a hand to defend
himself. The Old Man of the Hills ended the career of the next one by a dexter ous movement of
his knife across his neck. Only one other landed,
and Little Red Cloud disposed of him in very
short order.
"We have done well tonight, chief," said the
silver-haired old man. "We have wiped out many
a Blackfeet dog in the water."
"Yes. The White Elk gave , us good luck. They
won't come over any more tonight."
"We must go back to camp now, as the Sioux
braves may come down the river in canoes to see
what has happened. Can we climb this rock?"
"We'll see," and they began the ascent, which,
though difficult, was finally accomplished, and. in
a little while they we:te once more in camp, telhng
the warriors what had taken place in the water.

CHAPTER IX.-The Council of War-The
White Elk.
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Then he led the two girls to the camp near the
pillar of the White Elk. As soon as they came
into the light the young chief saw that Lena was
the most beautiful creature he had ever seen in
all his life. He gazed at her like one in a dream,
and the two sisters looked at him, sur prised at his
youth and the fact that his features were not
those of an Indian. He stepped to Laura's side,
and said:
·
"You are tired and sleepy. You shall sleep, and
the warriors of Little Red Cloud will guard you,"
and he ordered bearskins to be brought to the
girls to lie on. They wer e indeed tired and sleepy,
and Laura thanked him as she and Lena lay down
on the soft skins before the camp-fire. Other skins
were thrown over them, and they were then left
alone to rest and sleep. The camp was not disturbed _during the "'night, and so, when the gray
dawn appeared, a most profound silence prevailed. As it grew lighter the patches of gray
mist became more numerous. As the sun tinted
the · highest · points the scene became one. of
transcendent beauty, and many of t he warriors
looked up to admire and r everence the picture.
Suddenly someone called out in the Sioux tongue :
"The White Elk! H eap good E Jk!"
.
Ever y eye was turned toward the top of the pillar known as the pillar of the White Elk. Then
they saw, clearly and distinctly outlined against
the sky, the form of an immense white elk. It
was looking southwa rd, as it always did when
seen, with head erect, as if scenting a foe. Every
warrior stood spellbound as he gazed up at the
magnificent picture, and his heart beat with pride
and satisfaction over the good omen thus vouchsafed. Suddenly the mysterious old silver-haired
man of the hills appeared before them, unarmed
and bareheaded. He pointed up at the great elk
and exclaimed:
"The White Elk gives good luck to the •Sioux.
They will conquer their enemies."
Just then Ljttle Red Cloud raised his tomahawk
above his head and gav~ a war-whoop. Instantly
every warrior took up the cry.

So far the adventures of the night had been extremely exciting to the young chief. He had found
out where the two renegades were, and was determined that they should not escape him. When the
moon arose after midnight he was on the lookout.
Suddenly he heard pistol shots out on the river,
followed by a death yell from an Indian. He CHAPTER X ..:_The Good Omen of the White Elk.
could dimly espy two or three canoes going down
stream. He ran half a mile down stream till he
The scene that followed the appearance of the
reached a point whence he could see them again · great White Elk on the peak of the stone pillar a
as they passed. To his surprise he saw a canoe little after sunrise on that morning beggars dewith two white girls in it coming toward him, scription. The bright morning sun was gilding
and another full of warriors was hotly pursuing . the peaks o! the highest hills and the tops of the
them. To conceal himself in a clump of bushes tallest trees. Gray mist s were drifting here and
and wait ior the enemy to come up was but the there, and in ·some of them tints of the rainbow
work of a moment or two. Revolver in hand, he were seen as the rays of the sun struck them.
crouched down close to the water's edge. The But the great figure of an immense white elk on
canoe, with six Blackfeet warriors, struck within the top of the pillar was the centre of attraction.
two feet of him. Quick as a fl.ash he opened fire, Every eye was turned upon that, and when the
giving each warrior a bullet at close r ange in such echoes awakened by the shouts of the Sioux warrapid succession that they had no time to defend riors, led by their young chief, a r oused the two
themselves, and in less time than it takes to tell sleeping maidens by the camp-fir e, they arose and
it they had been wiped out.
gazed upon the scene in awestruck wonder. They
"The chief of the Sioux has saved us from the did not understand the presence of the White Elk
Blackfeet," said Laura. "I have been taught that any more than the Indians ·did, and were thereall Indians are bad."
fore as much impressed at sight of it as were the
The young chief crossed his arms and said:
dusky warriors themselves.
"Little Red Cloud has spoken. The Sioux will
Little Red Cloud saw them and started toward
protect the white maidens and return them to the camp-fire. But a moment later he turned to
their people."
speak to the silver-haired old man whom he had
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seen pointing up toward the Elk. To his very
great astonishment the old man was nowhere to
be seen. Then he looked up at the top of the pillar
and the great White Elk, too, was gone. The coincidence impressed him deeply, and he stood there
gazing toward the great pile of rocks und er which
he knew the mysterious old man had his home, a!l
if he would fain go and seek him again. But the
:impulse was but a momentary one. His warriors,
believing implicitly in the good omen of the appearance of the White Elk, were eager an_d enthusiast ic. They wanted to put on war pamt at
once and go forth in quest of the Blackfeet warriors. But he wanted to get the two renegade3
in his p.o wer ere he set out in quest of the ancient
foes of" his people. Going straight to the place
where he saw Laura and Lena, the two maidens
whom he had r escued the night before, he greeted
them gravely and said :
"We can't find where the m~iden came out from
under the rocks in the canoe last night. Can you
show us where the place is?"
"Yes, I think I would know it," said Laura,
"though it was very dark when we went in and
came out."
"The heart of Little Red Cloud is glad. He
will go in there and kill 'em all."
The young chief hastened to have somethmg to
eat given them, after which he had a canoe with
six stalwart rowers ready for them. They entered
the canoe with them, and in a few minutes they
were voing down str eam in front of the precipitous f~ce of the mountain-spur, which h ere presented a solid rock precipice from two to four
hundred feet high for at least a quarter of a mile.
"There's the place!" cried Laura, pointing to a
Rt>..)t .w here the rocks overhung the water, making
a sort of shelter underneath.
The Indians examined the place, and made the
d.}scov~ry that away back under there was a tunnel that seemed dark and forbidding enough to
lead to the infernal regions. They rowed up under the rocks as far as they dared go without a
light or guide, and were about to return, when
the canoe was seized by unseen hands in the water and capsized. Laura and Lena screamed,
woman-like, and the Indians uttered grunts of astonishment at the sudden capsizing of the canoe.
The young chief grabbed Lena when he heard her
scream, and said· to her:
"I can swim, and will save you!"
"Save Laura, too!" she cried.
"I can hold to the canoe," called Laura.
Two stalwart warriors also held to the canoe as
if determined to save it for future use. Suddenly
one of them felt himself assailed by someone in
the semi-darkness, and in a moment he was engaged in a desperate struggle in the water with
his assailant. The warrior gave a war-whoop
and grappled with his foe.
"He is a white man?" cried Laura, "an outlaw!
Kill him! Drown him!"
"I am one, too," said a voice at her side. "We
have got you again," and he caught her round
the waist.
"Heavens!" she gasped, as the situation dawned
upon her. "I am lost!"
"No, you're found ag'in," said the ruffian.
The struggle between the Indian and the other
white man was desperate. The Indian proved to
be as much at home in the water as the white
man. They frequwitly disappeared under the wa-

ter, but came up again in a death grapple. Suddenly Laura felt the handle of a knife in the belt
of the man who was holding her. Quick as a flash
she grabbed it, drew it out; and buried it to the
hilt in the neck of her captor. The man gave a
groan and released his hold on her. The next moment he disappeared under the water.
"Thank heavens!" she gasped, and then began
to move along toward the end of the canoe near
where the Indian and the white outlaw were still
struggling.
She soon got within arm's length of them, and
tried. to help the redskin. But she could not make
·sure which was the outlaw. At last she found
the white man nearest to her, and gave him two
stabs in quick succession.
"Ugh! brave paleface maiden!" exclaimed the
warrior.
As the man was about to sink out of sight, the
Indian seized him by the hair and deftly scalped
hlm.
CHAPTER XL-The Rescue of the Sisters.
As Litt le Red Cloud swam away with Lena he
told her to hold on to hi s buckskin hunting shirt
as he would swim out with her. She did so, and
by a few b-old strokes he reached the sunlight
again. But there was no place on that side for
them to land. The precipice was perpendicular
from the water up and of solid rock. With great
good sense he swam down with the current to
land at the first accessible spot.
In a little while they came to a shelving rock
upon which they could climb. She suggested that
they do so, and · he yielded to her wish. Seated
on the rock some two hundred yards below the
spot where the canoe had capsized they gazed up
the stream in quest of the others who had been
thrown into the water. The heads of three Sioux
warriors were seen in the water. But Lena gazed
wistfully about in search of her beloved sister,
and not seeing her, she began wringing her hands
and crying:
"My poor sister is drowned. Oh, why did you
not let me drown, too?"
"She is not drowned," said the young chief.
"The White Elk gave us good luck today. She
is not drowned. You will see her again."
Just then a little white puff of smoke was seen
to suddenly show itself above a ledge of rocks on
the other side of the river, and a second later the
"ping" of a bullet was heard close by the head
of the boy Indian chief. It flattened against the
wall of rock behind him and fell at Lena's feet.
She picked it up, but it was so hot that she quickly
dropped it, exclaiming:
"Oh, how hot it is!"
"It is a bullet," said the young chief.
Another shot came, and again did a bullet flatten against the rock behind therri.
"We must not stay here!" Lena cried. "You will
be killed .. We must go away!"
"I am not afraid."
"But I am. Take me away from here. I am
going to jump into the water again."
.
Just at that moment a rifle shot was heard on
the cliff above them, and both looking up beheld
the silver-haired old man of the hills standing
there with a smoking rifle in his hands.- Instinctively they glanced across the river toward the
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leqge of rocks, and heard a death yell come over
the water.
"The enemy of Little Red Cloud is dead," said
the old man, and then he disappeared from sight.
"Heap good Elk!" called out a. voice, and the
next moment the head of an Indian swimming towa1·d them was seen.
Laura was in the water clinging to him.
·~oh, she is saved!" cried Lena, springing to
her feet in the wildest joy and clapping her hands
like a child.
T)le Indian swam up to the rock, and the young
·c hief assisted Laura up out of the water. The
tWo sisters were instantly clasped in each other's •
arms in a loving embrace.
"Oh, we have had such a narrow escap~!" cried
Lena.
"Yes, but I don't complain. Are you hurt?"
"No, only wet."
"Canoe coming," said the Indian who had
brought Laura out.
They looked up the river and saw several · canoes coming toward them. They were sent by the
other warriors on the banks up about the great
pillar. · They were taken off the rock and rowed
back to c·a mp, while Little Red Cloud remained
behind to make sure that no;ne of the outlaws
would get away by swimming across the r:iver.
Two· canoes, with five warriors in each, were anchored opposjte the entrance to the cave, and the
· · braves .were instructed to ·capture Gregg and Allen alive at all hazards. The young ~ chjef then
hastened to find 0ut what had happened on the
land side of the hills. He hoped that he would be
able to meet the silver-haired old man and find
out from him if there were. any ·more exits
through which the renegades could escape. But
not seeing the old man anywhere, he decided to
go in and take his chances at finding him in his
den. Just as he was preparing to do so the old
man appeared, accompanied by Winston. The
redskins fell back in awe of him-all save the
young chief, who advanced and shook hands with
him.
"I thank you for shooting the Blackfeet dog on
the other side of the river," he said to the old man.
"I am a friend of the Sioux," was the reply.
"Where are the two maidens?"
"They are at the camp near the pillar drying
themselves. They have been in the water."
Suddenly Winston made a rapid advance toward the little party of five Indians standing back
a little distance from the cave, and slapped one
of them a resounding blow in the face. The Indian was dumfounded, but promptly drew his
knife to resent the blow.
"You are Yellow Bear," said Winston. l "You
killed and robbed Ethan Wilkes, my partner. I
'have been looking for you ever since. I have
found you now, and am going to cram your scalp
in your mouth."
CHAPTER XII.-The Disgrace of Yellow Bear.
"The paleface heap talk," said the warrior.
"Yellow Bear will take his scalp."
"Tell me who took the papers from the body of
Wilkes when he was killed by your band?"
"Ugh! heap much talk," was the reply, and the
stalwart savage made toward him with hijj scalping knife in his hand.
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Quick as a flash Winston gave him a blow between the eyes with his fist that sent him sprawling on his back. Ere he recovered his senses the
white hunter had torn his scalp-lock from his
head and crammed it into his mouth. The other
warriors wanted to attack Winston. Little Red
Cloud sang out:
"The white man has ·avenged his friend. If any
Sioux warrior wants to avenge Yellow Bear let
him do it. The white hunter will fight him."
"Yes, one at a ~ime, I will fight any and all,"
said Winston.
One of the others sprang at him, tomahawk
raised in the air. Quick as a flash he got a blow
in the eye that laid him out on the ground.
Winston got his fingers in his hair and held on
to it till the warrior regained his wits.
"Shall I cut it off?" he asked of the warrior.
"No," said the old silver-haired man. "Don't
take any more Sioux scalps. Yellow Bear is
enough for today."
He threw the . warrior from him as with contempt, and i;talked over to wbere the scalped chief
sat with bowed head, his entire form quivering
with pain, and said:
"Yellow Bear is a live Indian but a dead warrior. He will roam the forest alone, despised by ··
his people, .and laughed at by the wolves and
foxes. When his hair grows out again I will come
and gather his scalp and make him eat it. · The
vengeance of Eric Winston ·will follow the murderers of Ethan Wilkes to the Happy Hunting
Grounds. He did harm to no man, and his murder was for plunder alone."
.
The disgraced warrior made no reply. He could
not even look a Sioux brave in the face again, fo1·
to lose one's scalp was the lowest depth of degradation to which a warrior could sink.
"I am the friend of the Sioux nation," saiq
Winston. "Yellow Bear was my enemy and I took
his scalp. If he has a friend who"wants my scalp
let him come and take it."
"That is enough," said the old man. "I will riot
have any more fighting today unless we can catch
those outlaws under the rocks. Little Red Cloud,
I want to see the two white maidens."
The young chief led the way to where the two
young sisters were walking to and fro in the sunshine.
"My daughters," he said to ihem as he came up
"who are you?"
"We are Laura and Lena Courtenay-two sisters who were captured by Raymond's band of
outlaws in a little wagon train. Our uncle was
murdered by them."
"You shall be avenged. Don't be worried. The
young chief will protect you, and I am always
near to render assistance," and with that he
turned away from them as if to return to the cave
under the hill.
But in another moment he wheeled round, ran
to Lena and gazed in her face like one in a
dream.
·
"Heavens, how like her you are!" and then
turned abruptly away aagin.
Little Red Cloud ran after him and asked
eager!~:

"Have you seen a face like hers, too?"
The old man stopped and glared at him.
"Yes," he said, "and it haunts me asleep and
awake,"
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"So it does me-the sweet face of a white
maiden."
The old man grasped him by the shoulder and
·
asked:
"Where is your father?"
Little Red Cloud shook his head and answered:
"I don't know."
"And your mother?"
"I don't know."
, "You don't know-I don't know-but the Great
Spirit will some da y tell us. I must go. Keep
the caves guarded so Raymond's band cannot
escape."
The old man hastened to the. cavern, into which
he disappeared. A few minutes later the yells of
the warriors on the river told the young chief that
something important had happened. He hastened
to 1'ee what it was, and found that two of the outlaws had been captured, as they swam out from
under the rocks in search of canoes to take the
band away. They were villainous-looking fellows,
one of whom was a very oily-tongued talker.
"What's the im;tter with you redskins?" he
asked. "We are your friends. What's yer botherin' us for, eh?"
"Ugh! Little Red Cloud tell us catch ypu."
"Who in thunder is Little Red Cloud?"
"Chief of all the Sioux."
"Oh! got a new chief, eh? Well, he ought ter
know his friends. Raymond's band came here to
hide from ther soldiers, an' yer redskins don't
want ter give us away."
, When Little Red Cloud met the two prisoners
the glib talker tried to outtalk him.
"You have two men-Gregg and Allen-in your
band," said the young chief. "When they are
given up to us you may go."
"Ah, Raymond will give 'em up as soon as he
knows that you want 'em," said the man. "He is
the friend of the Sioux!"
"He is the enemy of the Sioux. His band dress
like Sioux warriors. They come and kill our
people. Heap big cowards do that way."
The villains winced under the indignant words
of the young chief. One of them was sent back
inside t o demand that Gregg and Allen be given
up a~ the price of being permitted to leave the
place. Then the canoe was rowed up to the banks
in front of the pillar of the White Elk. As the
canoe touched the }[ank, the silver-haired old man
appeared, grabbed the outlaw, and hissed:
"Vengeance is mine at last!"

CHAPTER XIII.-The Dying Outlaw.
To say the outlaw was astonished at being thus
seized and accosted by the silver-haired old man,
would be putting it very mildly. He was amazed
-rlumfounded-and glared at the old man in a
dazed sort of way.
"I don't know you, sir," he said. "Never saw
you before in my life."
"Say you so? Is not your name Dodson?"
"Yes, that is my name,'' the prisoner replied.
"But I never saw you before."
"Don't you remember the one cr ime for which
you have been pursued ever since its commission?"
the old man asked again.
Without answering the question, the prisoner
turned to the young chief and said:

..

"I am your prisoner and not this old man's. I
appeal to you for protection."
"The old man of the silver hair is wise, and the
Sioux chief will not do aught against him."
"You will give me a chance for my life, will
you not?"
"Why should I?"
The man was silent.
"Why should I? On what ground would you
ask it?"
Still he was silent. He glared around like a
wolf at bay, and then suddenly snatched a tomahawk from the belt of a warrior who was standing near him.
"I'll defend myself!" he exclaimed. "Touch me
if you da re."
The old man smiled and drew a revolver from
under the ample folds of his buckskin hunting
shirt. The prisoner attempted to throw the tomahawk before he could fire, but the old man was
too.. quick for him. Crack! The outlaw threw
up both hands and staggered forward, reeling like
a drunken man. Then he clutched his breast, as
if something stung him there.
"Ha, ha!" laughed the old man. · "Vengeance
cometh, Die~ Dodson. There are three more of
you, and they will die as you die. You would like
to haye a priest, eh? There is no forgiveness for
·crimes. like yours. Ha, ha, ha! I am a happy
fiend to thus laugh at a dying man, ain't I?"
The dying wretch looked at him, and then at
the dusky faces of the warriors around him. He
found no sympathy in any of them.
The dying man was seized with convulsive
twinges of pain, nd rolled on the grass in his intense agony.
"Blame you! Blame you!" he cried in lucid
moments.
"Ha, ha, ha! that's right. Sing me another
verse. I like to ,hear it. They all amused me
that way-oh, going to get up, eh?"
The dying man staggered to his fet, glared like
a maniac around him, and then, with a wild
shriek, turned and plunged into the river and sank
out of sight.
"Ugh! white man dead and drowned,'' said an
old warrior, looking down at the water where the
villain had disappeared.
As for Little Red Cloud he was puzzled beyond
expression. He could not understand the motive
that moved the old man through his friendship
for him. That he had just avenged some grievous wrong he did not doubt-just as Eric Winston
had avenged the death of his partner in taking
the scalp of Yellow Bear. He turned from gazing
after the old man and looked in the direction of
the two sisters, who had been eye-witnesses of the
scene just described. Laura beckoned to him,
and he went to her side.
"We are avenged," she said to him. "He "killed
our dear uncle. I am glad. But who is the old
man, and why did he kill him?"
"I don't know."
"You don't know him?"
"No. He is a mystery to me, and yet I a:m
drawn to him. I love him and will obey him as
a son should obey his father. The g r eat White
Elk knows him, or he knows the White Elk, I don't
know which. Many winters have made his hair
and beard like the snow in color, and yet he is
stronger than any two warriors."
Hours passed and the messenger who returned
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to the outlaws to demand the surrender of the two
renegades did not return to make his report. The
braves on guard at the river entrance -to the cave
were told to remain there all night, and net allow
anyone to pass out. Night came on and a storm
of i·ain and wind with it. The Old Man of the
Hills came to the two sisters and said:
"I have plenty of room, blankets and skins, together with perfect safety. You are welcome to
all. The young chief will let you come."
"Yes," said the boy chief. "Go. He will take
care of you and you will not lose any sleep by
reason of the storm."
They went to his quarters under the rocks and
were glad they did so, for the cold water of the
spring refreshed them very much. Du1·ing the
storm the canoes had great difficulty in keeping
their position 9pposite the entrance to the cave
on the water side. A imdden flash of lightning
revealed the presence of two men in the water
swimming toward the north bank of the river.
They made a hasty pursuit, but it was worse than
useless in the darkness and roar of the storm.
They reported to Little Red Cloud what happened.
-But it was against the customs of the redmen to
venture out on duty in a storm, hence nothing
was done. It was Jong after midnight ere the
storm subsided. Then about an hour before daylight five canoes filled with Black'feet warriors,
towing three empty ones, pushed suddenly across
the river and surrounded the two canoes on guard
there. T·h ey were captured without a blow, and
then, in response to a signal, two white men
rowed into the cave and took the outlaws on
board.
CHAPTER XIV.-The Escape of the Outlaws.
When morning came the two canoes in front
of the entrance to the cave were missed. They
could not be seen anywhere, even from the highest accessible peak of the rock. Scouts were sent
down the river to look for tnem; but they soon
returned to report that they could not be found
below · anywhere. The river had risen ten feet
or more during the night, the result of the immense rainfall during the night, and little thought
was given to the fact that the canoes had been
cauptured and the outlaws assisted to escape.
"They can't get out of the cave now," said the
boy chief. "The river has risen up and closed the
mouth of the tunnel. But where are the canoes?
The storm did not sink them. Where, then, did
they go? White Elk promised us good luck, and
this is bad luck. I'll go and see the silver~haired
old man. He is wise. He can tell me what had
happened."
He started to row bade to the open space near
the great White Elk pillar when a rifle-shot on
the other bank startled him. The bullet whirled
within an inch of his nose. Then a volley of a
half-dozen rifles followed, and the bullets whistled
around him. That aroused his indomitable war
spirit to the highest pitch. He stood up to his
frill height in the canoe, and gave a warwhoop
that awoke all the slumbering echoes of river and
hills. In another moment his four war.riors had
rowed him to the bank, where he sprang ashore
and gave the rallying cry of his tribe. Every
warrior sprang forward on hearing' it.
"The Blackfeet dogs are on the other side of

the river," he said . to them. "They came and
surprised our canoes last night. We will go over
and take their scalps."
That meant 'fight, and every warrior at once
gave a warwhoop and prepared to go. They put
on war-paint and made themselves look as hideous
as possible. In the meantime Little Red Cloud
developed no little strategy in planning his attack on the enemy. Up the river a couple of
miles was a creek wnich emptied into it on the
south side. In that creek was concealed the
canoes belonging to the band. He planned his
attack so as to include a crossing of the river up
there opposite the mouth of the creek, and a rush
down to the rear of the enemy, thus getting them
between him and the river.
He told his warriors what his plans were, and
they at once saw the wisdom of them, believing
him to be inspired by the Great Elk. At his signal they moved off, and two hours later were
making their way to the rear of the enemy, entirely unknown to them.
When they arrived ·in the vicinity of the enemy's camp, Little Red Cloud was dumbfounded
at seeing a band of about twenty well-armed
white men there with them, and the two renegades, Gregg and Allen, amo145 them. He also
saw his own warriors, who had been captured in
the canoes during the night, lying on the ground
tied hard'. and fast.
"Gregg and Allen must not be killed," he said
to his warriors. "Take them alive, but kill all
the oth1!rs you can."
Then they gave a whoop and fired. The execution was awful, for every warrior had taken aim
at his victim. They tumbled over in every conceivable way, and when the rush was made with
tomahawk and knife the dumfounded enemy was
ill-prepared to resist it. The outlaws, of whom
seven were hit, made a desperate stand, and the
Blackfeet warriors rallied with them as the only
hope left them.
With yells and shouts that resounded far and
wide over river and hills, the Sioux went at
them. A stalwart outlaw met Little Red Cloud
and undertook to .do him up i!1 true wes_tern style'.
But the young chief hurled his tomahawk into his
face, blinding him completely. In another moment
he had the outlaw's scalp. Just at that 'instant
the great White Elk was seen on the peak of the
pillar of rock on the other side of the river.
"Heap good Elk,'' 'cried the warriors, and the
Blackfeet braves, believing that the omen was
there for them, rallied and fought like demons.
Never before did redskins fight with such desp_e ration. The outlaws were like fiends incarnate
and many a Sioux warrior went down under thei~
revolvers. But they could not recover from the
terrible blow of that first. volley, when more than
a score were wiped out, and they began to re·
treat toward the river. There were two ways for
them to escape-both extremely hazardous. One
was to make a break for their canoes and row
away under fire, and the other to dash for the
rocks a little below them and take refuge there to
await a chance to get away by night.
The latter appeared to be their safest course
and the whites proceeded to adopt it. But the
Blackfeet warriors became demoralized as soon as
retreat began, and made a break for the canoes
into which they crowded with all haste. Cracki
crack! crack! went the rifles, and many a dusky
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warrior tumbled into the water as the bullets
stuck home.
"Now for the pale-face dogs !" cried the young
chief, leading his warriors against the outlaws
who ha d taken refuge among the rocks.
But now they had a hard job on hand. A
dozen determined white men, well armed and protected by ledges of rocks, make a dangerous foe
to attack. It did not take Little Red Cloud but
a few moments to understand that much, and he
very promptly called his warriors off. They came
away very much surprised. But when he told them
of the danger in assaulting their position, and of
his plans to capture them alive they readily acquiesced and seemed to be satisfied.
"What's the matter with the Sioux?" asked a
voice from the rocks. "What are they fighting
their white friends for?"
"We are fighting the Blackfeet dogs, and white
men fighting with them are our enemies,''
returned the boy chief.
"We are the friends of the Sioux."
"The pale-face lies when he says .that. You
harbor our enemies and fight for them."
"We have fought only when attacked, which
everybody will do. What do you want of us
now?"
"We want Gregg and Allen, and then you must
go away."
"'What will you do with them?"
"Kill 'em,'' was the reply.
"Then you can't have 'em."
"We take 'em-kill all of you," said the young
chief, and immediately he proceeded to make all
the prepaPations in his power to secure the capture of the entire party.
Warriors were sent below them to guard
against escape in that direction. Then runners
were sent out to two Sioux villages for all the
warriors that could be found, with orders to have
them come up at once. Having made all those
preparations the young chief r eturned across the
river to see if he could get another chance to talk
with the Old Man of the Hills. To his very
./ great delight he met the old man, who had come
out with the two girls to give them the benefit
of the sunshine.
"Who won the fight?" the old man asked, on
seeing him.
"The Sioux warrior s have taken many scalps,
Bla ckfeet dogs have gone up the river. The paleand their enemies have fled before them. The
faces are behind the rocks over there."
"Who are the white men over there?" demanded
the old man.
"They are Raymond's bad men, and Gregg and
Allen are with them. They are few a11d can't get
away. 1 have sent runners for more warriors.
We will capture all of them."
Turning to the t wo girls the old man said:
"In my cave you will be safe from any and
every danger. I will leave you there together.
There's food and water enough there to last you
six months. Come,'' and he led them back into
the cave and told Winston what happened over the
river.
"Yes," said Winston, "we'll go and help the
young chief. Tell them to spare the lives of
Gregg and Allen." .
"They have already told that, and not a warrior wil1 touch one of them save to capture him.
Come on."
·
I
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They bade the girls good-by and passed out into
the passage to join the boy Indian chief in an effort to capture renegades.

CHAPTER

XV-The Capture
Renegades.

of

the

The Sioux warriors, hearing that the Old Mail
of the Hills was coming to help them fight the
battle against the Blackfeet and outlaws gave
a grunt of satisfaction and looked upon him
with superstitious awe, regarding him as being, in
some mysterious way, connected with the great
White Elk.. Eric Winston they knew as the
man who had conquered Yellow Bear, one of the
most stalwart warriors of the tribe and also
looked upon him as one who would do terrible
work in battle against the enemy.
"We will help you against your enemies," ·said
the old man, as rifle in hand, he stood in the midst
of the warriors. "Only promise me that you will
spare Gregg and Allen. Those two men we want
alive, and when we are done with them you can
have them to do as you please with, so you do not
let them get away from you."
The old man and Winston then went over
among the rocks, and began to make their way
toward the hiding-place of the outlaws. In less
than a half-hour two of"» the outlaws had been
shot through the head, and a third was wounded.
That made them more cautious in their movements. I~ was a long time ere another shot
was fired, and then another was wiped out.
Night came on, and Little Red Cloud, under the
directions of the Old Man of the Hills had such a
grip on the situation that not one of them could
get through the line. Even the riverside )Vas so
blockaded by canoes that escape in that direction
was impossible. They could not get a drink of
water, nor a mouthful of food. When morning
came, over one hundred more warriors had come.
in and were eager for the fight .
Little Red Cloud wanted to make an assault on
the ledge of rocks and capture the few determined
men behind it.
"No,'' said the old man, shaking his head.
"Don't do that. You will lose twenty brave warriors in a charge, and Gregg and Allen would be
killed. We don't want that. We want the171 a live.
They can't get away, .and must surrender today
or to-morrow. Why should you sacrifice twenty or
more of your braves when you can get them without the loss of one?"
·
The boy chief saw the good sense of what the
old man said and rea dily acquiesced in his sug• gestions. The wa rriors who had just come in,
however, were eager fo,r a brush with the enemy
and were hard to r estrl'!in. But the slightl)st
word from the Old Man of the Hills was a law
unto all the Sioux warriors there. They quietly
submitted, and another night of patient watching followed. Early the next morning a white
rag on a stick notified the redskins that t he outlaws wanted to have a talk with them. Lit tle
Red Cloud responded, accompanied by two of his
chiefs, and met Raymond himself, the cap tain of
the band.
They glared. at each other in silence for some
time, after which the young chief asked;
"What does the pale-face want?"
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· ''You are a pale-face yourself," said Raymond.
"Chief, here are the men you wanted. Take
"Why do you fight against your race?"· .
· 'em an' let us go."
"I have never known any other than the red"You can go," said ·Little Red Cloud, "but if
men," he replied. "Why. are you fighting against you ever come into the country of the Sioux again,
your people?"
.
you will die at the stake. I have spoken," and he
"I am at war with -the government., which is waved them away with his hand.
the enemy of the redmen all the time."
They turned away and huriedly left the spot,
"We are at peace with the government .now. disappearing behind the rocks. Gregg and Allen
You have two men whom we. want. Why do you were pale and trembling. They were cruel fiends
not give them up?"
and cowards at heart. Resistance was now utter"Thev are white men, and came to us for pro- ly useless, and they knew it.
tection."
"\Vhat are yer goin' ter do with us, chief?"
"You can't protect them, and if you fight any Gregg asked.
mor e we will scalp every one of you."
.
"The old man of the white hair wants you,"
"Hold ·on, chief. Don't be in such a hurrY_," replied the chief, turning away a s if he had too
called out Raymond. t "If we surrender, what will fu~~ contempt for them to say anything more to
you
do with
Th e si·1 ver- h aire
· d oId man came a 1ong, accom"Send
you us?"
to the- fort."
"What for?"
panied by Eric Winston, and the two stopped
"For punishment by your own people."
and looked at the!Il. \Yinston ste~ped up to _
"What do you want us punished for?"
Greg~ and l<?oked m~o his face, a s if to get a
"You have· killed our warriors who w ere fight-• go~d impr ession?,?f his f eatures.
in"' again st the Blackfeet . We want your people
"Who are ".0 u · _Gregg a sked.
to''punish you because we don't want it said that
. I am Enc Wmston, the partn_er of Ethan
Wilkes. You remember Ethan Wilkes, do you
we ·h ave d one aught ag_ainst . you r r a ce
. · You not?"
have dressed your men hke S10ux w arriors and
G.
.
robbed and killed white people, m aking the white
re&'g tu:rned white as _a sheet and almost sank
soldiers believe that the redmen did it."
~own m his tracks, while Zack Allen trembled
Raymond laughed, and said that the redskins . like a leaf as he gazed :;it the man. _Both of
had no love for the whites, and should not mind them heard of the Nemes1~ who ~ad wiped out
. .
f f
f th m
so many of the band that killed Wilkes. To face
t h "W'll
e k i 11 mg o a · ew o Greg"'
e · and Allen?" Little h'im now ma d e th em f ee1 th a t a II h ope was gone.
0
•
"You recollect him," said Winston. So do I.
1 you give up
Red
·
"ThCloud
h asked. d th ir escape-g·ot away last I .h ave b een 1oo k'mg f or you ever smce
you k I'Il e d
. .~v ave ma e e
him, and now I have found you."
mght.
.
"I am glad I have met you " said Gregg "for
"You are lying. If they are no~ with you, tJ:ten I can give you the paper s he 'had with hi~ that.
I'll have the scalp of every wlnte man behi!ld day. I didn't kill him nor have any hand in it
th?se rocks!" an_d th~ e_Yes 9f the .. young chief Yellow Bear and his ~arriors ,did that. He wili
fa~rly ~lazed_ with mdignat10n.
_You. cannot tell you so."
tn:0e with Little Red Cl~~d. He w~ll kill every
"Yellow Bear has gone into disgrace with his
white m~n of your band· .and agam he turned scalp in his mouth," said Winston. "I will see
away as 1f to leave the bandit.
you over on the other side of the river"
"Little Red Cloud!" called the outlaw.. "If I
They were then led into a canoe, ~nd rowed
and my people can go. away after we give up across the strea!Il to the base of .the pillar of the
0
Gr egg and _Al~en, we w1~l turn them over to Y ?· White Elk. In the canoe Gregg whispered to
But if you msist on sen~mg_ us ~?,the fort we "'.ill Allen:
fight till the last man is killed·
.
"I won't tell him where the papers are till he
"I will let your people ~o when you have given guarantees our safety."
up Gregg and Allen," Little Red Cloud finally
"Yes ; that will save us."
said to the chief to the outlaws. "But they must
When they landed it was found that another
be given up at once."
. .
band of warr iors had come up from the village
"Y cu shall have them withm an hour from where the young chief lived, and with them came
now," a:1d the two _men parted, the one. to. re- several families of the braves. Singing Bird,
join his dusky warr10rs, and the other his little the fiancee of Little Red Cloud, was with them,
band of desperadoes, who were more than half and the moment she saw the young hero of · her
starved.
.
· heart, she sprang forward with a glad cry and
Little Red Cloud went back and told his war- threw her a r ms around his n eck. In the evenrion>. what was going to be done. They were far ing the silver-haired old man brought out Laura
from being satisfied, for they. wanted the scalp~ and Lena. When Singing Bir,d saw Little Red
of the outlaws for the _warriors that had been Cloud gaze at Lena a s he did, she became furious
slain.
with jealousy.
Just then the sounds of altercation were heard
With a shriek she snatched up a tomahawk and
over among the rocks, and a few shots', with yells flew at her to brain her . Quick a s a flash the
and imprecations, followed. Gregg and Allen young chief caught her around the waist and flung
were resisting arrest, determined not to be given her a side as if she was nothing to him.
up to tile vengeance of the young chief of the
_ __
Sioux. The redskins listened, and in a little
CHAPTER XVI.-The Renegade Prisoners.
while were a guard of outlaws appeared leadSinging Bird'i;; sudden outburst of jealous rage
ing the two renegades, who were securely bound.
caused a sensation among all those wh" witn~ssed
Little Red Cloud waited for them with folded
it.
.
arms. ar.d the bandit in charge said to him:
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"The great chief of the Sioux does not love party. The vengeance of Eric Winston has overSinging Bird since he has seen the face of the taken you. If you make a clean breast and give
white maidens," she said, dropping the tomahawk up the papers I'll give you a chance for your lives.
to the ground. "She does not want to live any I'll cut your bonds, give you a knife and let you
longer. Her heart · is broken. She shall die, and fight me. If you win you max go free so far as I
the waters shall hide her from his face forever," am concerned. You can take your choice."
and with that she turned and ran toward the
"You will fight me before you go,'' said Little1
river.
Red Cloud, who was standing by and listening
Little .Red Cloud darted after her, catching her , to all that was said.
around the waist again ere she reached the brink
That was a damper on both of them, yet they
of the river.
would rather die fighting than be tortured.
"The eyes of Singing Bird cannot see straight.
"And what do you want of u s, old man?"
I love no one but her. I am the chief of my people Gregg asked of the white-haired old man. .
and must do my duty to them. The great White
"I will tell you that when you have settled
Elk told me to do what we have done to-day. with Eric Winston."
Singing Bird must belive me and not make any
"We can ~o that now,'' . said Gregg. "The
trouble."
papers are hidden under a stone iJi. front of the
The young maiden was too deeply in love with cabin of Badger Joe down on the South Fork."
him not to listen to his words and believe him.
"I know where Badger Joe's cabin is, -and am
She promised him that she would not again seek goin' to send a runner there to see if you are tell.the life of the white maiden, and he led her back ing the truth. If you are lying. to gain time, I'll
to the camp-fire, where she advanced to Lena and burn your ears off. Do you understand?''"
extended her hand toward her. Lena quickly • "Yes. The papers are under the flat rock in
threw her arms about her neck and kissed her, front of the door tied up in a piece of oil silk."
an act that completely won her heart. Then a
"Very well. We shall see."
similar act on the part of Laura finished the conEric Winston then held a short consultation
quest, and the three maidens thus became fasti with Little Red Cloud, and half an hour later a
friends.
runner set out to go to the spot mentioned by the
Gregg and Allen were silent witnesses of the renegade. He would be gone two days, and then
actions of the girls, and seemed to think the diver- the truth would be known. In the evening the two
sion quite a benefit to themselves in that it gave prisoners were kept securely bound and guarded
them time to collect their thoughts. As the three near the camp-fire, almost under the shadow of
girls walked away together, Little Red Cloud the White Elk. The three girls, now inseparable
turned to the silver-haired old man and said:
companions, were together, going here and there,
"They are here. They are yours. Do what you wherever Singing Bird chose to lead them. At
wish with them."
one of the camp-fires Laura saw the stalwart
"Thanks, my friend," said the old man. "May warrior who had saved her life in the water the
the White Elk always give you good luck."
day before. She did not know his name, but she
"And may you conquer in every battle against had the courage to go up to him, extend her hand
the Blackfeet," added Eric Winston. "Bill Gregg, and say:
you got the papers that were on the body of Ethan
"You saved my life yesterday. You are a great
'wi!kes when he was killed."
brave, and I thank you."
.
"Yes, and saved them,'' was the reply.
"Ugh! Pale-face maiden heap brave, .too. She
"What have you done with them?"
killed the pale-face in the water."
"They are hidden in a safe place."
"Why, I didn't know you did that, sister,'' said
"Where are they hidden?"
•
.
Lena, very much suprised.
"That I will not tell you save as the price of
"Yes, I had to," said she, and then Singing
my liberty."
Bjrd gazed at her with awe. All Indians respect
.
"Oh, that is the game you propose to play, is it? anyone who has killed something-a ~rrible comWell, I am not going to give you liberty, but am mentary on human nature.
going to make you give up those papers."
Laura then told the two girls of her adventure
"Why you talk as if you thought you could do in the water the day before, when the canoe had
been upset by the two outlaws at the mouth of
it."
''We will begin to-night, when all the warriors the tunnel which led into the cave from the river
can see it and enjoy the fun. I am going to take side. It was while she was talking to the two
a small iron bar and heat it red hot. A touch girls by the camp-fire that a tall, lank, grizzled
here and there every hour for two or three days, old white hunter came up clad in buckskln huntweeks or months, if necessary, will be my plan. ing-shirt and leggings, with the carcass of a deer
You may hold out, for I shall be careful not to on his shoulder and a rifle in his hand.
kill you; but I don't believe you. I'll take six
, "Thar, redskins," he said as he dropped the carmonths to burn the secret out of you if neces- cass on the ground near the fire. "Thar's suthin'
ter eat. Whar's ter chief?"
sary."
Gregg turned ashen-hued as he heard the man
"Old chief dead," said one of the warriors.
unfold his plan and made no reply. He said that "Little Red Cloud chief now."
he would not begin till in the evening, and that
"Little Red Cloud chief! You don't tell me
so now! Why he's er boy yit!"
would give him time to think.
"And you, Alleh, were with him. You probably
"Waal, that beats me! Whar is he? I know
know where the papers are, too," said Winston. that ere boy. I want ter see 'im."
"He is over by yonder camp-fire, sir," said
"No, I don't. I never cared anything about
Laura, pointing toward the spot where the young
'em," said Allen.
"That may and may not be true. I'll give you chief and his two prisoners were.
"Thank yer, miss," said the stranger, giving her
the same that he gets. You were both in the same
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a sharp glance. "I reckon as how yer ain't er
captive hyer, eh?"
"No, sir. I am under the protection of
friends-my sister and I."
"Waal, that's good; glad ter hear it. I'll go
and see ther young chief. He's a friend of mine,"
and he stalked away as if he cared no more for
Indians than he did for so many straws.
The three girls gazed after him with great
interest. Singing Bird said:
"He was the friend of my father. Great hunter
is Swift Foot. He kill more deer and bear. than
- all other hunters."
CHAPTER XVII.-A New Arrival.

..

When the newcomer approached the camp-fire
where Little Red Cloud and his prisoners were
he was recognized by the young chief, who came
forward to meet him.
"Little Red Cloud is glad to see Swift Foot, the
great hunter," he said.
"Thanks. Glad ter see yer, too, Little Red
Cloud," said the. hunter grasping his hand and
shaking it heartily. "They tell me yer be the
chief now."
"Yes I am chief."
"Wa~l, now, I'm right glad ter hear it. Yer've
got some of ther best warriors in ther West at
yer back. Hallo! Bill Gregg an' Zack Allen, or
I'm er liar."
"Yes," said Gregg. "I'm in trouble, Dan Hurley.
.
"Waal now, we all git inter trouble sometimes.
What's ther matter now, Bill?"
"We had a fight with Little Red Cloud, an' had
to run for 't. We joined Raymond's band for
protection, but the chief made him give us up
and so here we are."
"Waal, now, yer don't object ter bein' skulped
for j'inin' Raymond's band, do yer?"
"We j'ined 'em just ter save ourselves-as a
man would grasp at a straw when he is drownin' ."
"Yes, waal-hello, Winston! Shoot me if I ain't
glad t er see yer !" and he shook hands with Eric
W inston, who greeted him cordially.
They gave him some supper, and as he ate, he
talked. He seemed to be so r ejoiced at seeing
some white faces, that he asked no end of q'Uestions and an swered a great many that were not
a sked.
They list ened to him with interest, for they
knew that though he was like a whirlwind with
his tongue, he was also one of the best hunters
and most fear less fighters in the entire Northwest.
"Did yer ever catch them villains who murdered
yer pardner, Winston?" he asked, as he ate.
"Yes. I've sent Yellow Bear to the woods without his scalp, and the other two are tied to that
sapling out there now," was the reply.
"Great grizzlies !" he exclaimed, as he glared
at Gregg and Allen.
"We had nothing to do with it," said Allen, ·
"though we were in the party with Yellow Bear
at the time."
"That is enough. I will attend to all of you."
"Waal, now," said Swift Foot, "I reckon that
ain't ther only thing ye've got ter answer for.
!Long time afore yer pard was wiped out I took er
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little baby girl away from 'em an' gave her ter
Jack Courtenay's wife ter raise. Jack moved
back ter . Missouri an'-"
"In the name of heaven, man!" cried the silverhaired old man, springing to his feet and glaring
at him. "What are you saying?"
"I was sayin' as how I met Bill Gregg and Zack
Allen with some redskins one day, an' they had a
little baby girl as were er cryin' its eyes out for
its mother. I begged 'em for it an' they give her to
me. I took her ter Jack Courtenay's cabin that
night an' his wife took care on it as if it was
her own flesh an' blood. Jack moved back to Missouri the next winter an' I ain't seen 'im since.
Did yer know Jack, mister?"
"No," answered the old man, in a hoarse
whisper. "But when was this? When did you
get that ·child from them? Think-think, and
tell me."
"Waal, I reckon as how it war nigh on ter
fourteen years ago," added Swift Foot.
"And you gave her to a family of the name of
Courtenay'?" Winston asked, looking hard at the
hunter.
•
"Yes, that's the name. Jack Courtenay's wife
was as fine a woman as ever lived."
Winston turned to the old man and said:
"T:he two sisters are Courtenay's. Let's ask
them about it."
The three girls were quickly sent for and they
came. Singing Bird was between them, uncertain
which of the two she loved the most.
"What was your father's name?" Winston
asked the moment they came up 'to the camp-fire.
"His name was Jack," said Laura.
"He is dead?"
"Yes; he died three years ago at our home in
Missouri."
The old man advanced toward her and asked in
a hoarse voice:
"Did you ever hear him or your mother say
anything about a little baby girl which was given
to them by a friend?"
Laura looked up at him in the greatest suprise,
and said:
"Yes, sir. My sister here is the one, but we
didn't know that anyone but u s knew the secret."
The old man stared at Lena, who in turn stared
at him.
Suddenly the old man turned and walked over
to where Gregg was tied to the\ sapling, and
hissed:
"Bill Gregg, tell me where you got that child!"
"I took her from a warrior who was going' ter
knock its brains out."
"Who was the warrior?"
"His name was Black Beaver. He was killed
five years ago."
"Do you know wher e he got the child?"

"No.."

"I am not going to ask you that question again,
and you h~ better tell me the truth about it. Do
you know where he got that child?"
"I heard that it was the child of a man whose
cabin was burned that day."
"Whose cabin was it?"
"I-I-believe it was the cabin of a hunter
named Harper," said the wretch.
"Harper. Will Harper, eh?"
"Yes."
· Tho old man turned and gazed at Lena, and
asked:

..
. l
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"And you are that baby-child?"
"Yes, sir.!'
He tore the long silvery beard from his face,
the white flowing wig from his head, and cried
out:
"I am Will Harper! I am your father! My
child! My child!"
CHAPTER XVIII.-Burned Out Revelations.
Every soul around that camp-fire was
astounded at the sudden transformation of the
silver-haired old man into a stalwart hunter of
middle age. They stared at him as if unable to
comprehend the change. But Lena, with the impulsiveness of her affectionate natur.e sprang
forward with a glad cry, and was clasped in his
arms.
"My father! my father!" she cried.
"My child! my child!" sobbed the strong man,
as he held her in his arms, "you have the sweet
face of your mother. That is why I have gazed
at you so. You are the image of your mother,
my child."
Bill Gregg and Zack Allen turned ashen-hued as
they saw that Will Harper had turned up alive.
"Its all up with us, Bill," whispered Allen.
"I won't give up yet,'' said the determined renegade. "I hold another secret that he can't git
outen me."
"Bill, no man can stand fire," said Allen, shaking his head. "He'll burn it outen yer."
"Father, what became of mother?" Lena asked,
looking . up into her father's face.
Instantly a vengeful look came into the face
of Will Harper. He pushed her aside, .and said:
"Let me ask him," and going up to Gregg
again, he said:
"I am not through with you yet. What became
of my wife when my cabin was burned?"
"I heard Black Beaver say she was killed when
the babe was taken from .her."
"Did anyone else hear him say so?"
"Yes," spoke up Allen. "I did."
''You were there?"
"I was with Bill when he took the babe from
.
him."
"Who burned the cabin?"
"The Indians, I reckon."
"Did you see 'em do it?"
"No."
"Weeks before that my little Harry was stolen
from u s," said Harper. "I never could find the
trail again after it struck the river. Do you know
anything about what became of him, Bill Gregg?"
"Harry! Harry! Harry!" said the young chief,
coming forward and repeating the name. "Did
you say Harry?"
"Yes, my little boy was named Harry," replied
Harper, turning and confronting h'im. "Did you
ever hear the name before?"
"Yes, yes. It rings through my mind all the
When I was a little child I was called
~im e .
Harry. I remember a sweet face like that one
~here-it seems like a dream to me-and she
:alled me Harry."
"Eh! What! You-Little Red Cloud· was
~alled Harry when a child!" and the strong hunter
: eized him by the shoulder and whirled him
r,round to gaze at him again by the light of the
eamo-fir

Just at that moment a series of war-whoops, as
if coming from · a thousand throats, burst upon'
the night air, followed by the popping of rifles
and revolvers. Every Sioux warrior knew that
the Blackfeet braves had come to make a night
attack. They were familiar with the war-cry of
their enemies. At the ' first whoop Little Red
Cloud gave vent to the whoop of the Sioux. The
warriors responded promptly, and in less than
two minutes a most terrific battle was raging.
around the prisoners. The three girls screamed
with terror, for they were suddenly caught in the
midst of the combatants.
"Come with me!" cried Harper, seizing Lena
and Laura by their hands. "Come, Singing Bird,
I'll place you in a safe place and come back again.
Winston! Swift Foot! Fight till I come back!"
He hurried away with the girls and placed them
in his quarters under the rocks.
"You ·will be safe here," he said. "Don't be
afraid. No one can come to you here,'' and then
he gathered up rifle, a brace of revolvers, and
hurried out, closing the passage behind him.
Out in the open air aagin, he found that a large
band of Blackfeet warriors, aided by the remnant
of Raymond's gang, had surprised the Sioux camp
and were fighting like demons. Raymond and
two of his outlaws had seen him run off with the
girls. They were the prizes for which they were
contending, and so gave. instant pursuit. Thus it
happened that when he came out and started to
join the combatants Will Harper was met by the
three bandits. They made a combined attack on
him. But they little dreamed what manner of
man he was. He was the incarnation of war.
Drawing a revolver, he shot ~o of them dead ere
they knew he had begun to fight. Then he stood
face to face with Raymond, the bandit chief, who
had emptied his revolver in the first charge. He
now had only 'his knife to depend upon.
"I hold your life in my hands, you scoundrel!"
said Harper. "Defend yourself, for I am gaing
to wipe you from the face of the earth!"
Raymond saw that he had- a dangerous man to .
deal with, and stood on the defensive. Harper
charged on him, and forced the fighting from the
start. He kept falling back toward the combatants.
"Now!" exclaimed Harper, making a dash at
him, beating down his guard, and almost cutting
his right arm from his shoulder.
"I am disarmed l I surrender," cried the outlaw.
"You can't surrender to me," was the reply, as
with another blow the left arm was served as the
right had been.
"Quarter! quarter!" screamed the wretch.
"No quarter for bandits!" and another blow
nearly severed his head from his shoulders.
That was the .e nd of him, and the n ext moment
the dauntless man dashed into the thickest of the
combat and began emptying his brace of revolvers
with such deadly accuracy that the enemy was.
dismayed and began to fall back. L ittle Red
Cloud came up by his side fighting like a young
tiger. His ringing war-cry resounded high above
the dash of arms, and his oldest warriors were
amazed at the havoc he created in the ranks of
the enemy. Suddenly he saw that· the two renegade prisoners had been released and that they
were making their escape to the rear of the Blackfeet warriors. He cried out:
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' "Kill the prisoners. Don't let 'em get away!"
But they got away, and the daring young chief
sprang through the surging ranks of his dusky
foes in pursuit of them, followed by Harper and
Eric Winston. The enemy closed in on them and
the most desperate struggle ever known in the
annals of border warfare took place around them.
"The White Elk! The White Elk!" cried Harper, and the name seemed to have some magic influence on the combatants, for the Blackfeet gave
way, thinking the mighty beast was even in their
midst. The three men darted forward in pursuit
of the renegades who had sped away in the darkness of the night.
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to have them if I have to make up as a Blackfeet
warrior and go among them."
"We had better go together," said Harper, "as
they and two or three of the remaining outlaws
will be apt to stay in a bunch for self-defense."
"Yes, so they will," put in Swift Foot, "and
I'll jine you in that little jaunt. I ain't had any
really good exercise in months."
"I wilrfo, too," said Little Red Cloud. "Where
you go, I will go," and he laid a hand on the
shoulder of Will Harper as he spoke.
"Very well. Little Red Cloud's arm is strong
and his heart brave as an eagle's."
"We must go back and let the girls in the cave
know that we are going," said Winston, "or they
may think we have fallen in battle, and that they
must depend on themselves."
CHAPTER XIX.-The Escape and Recapture.
"You are right, Eric. We will go back and see
The sudden break of the two prisoners for lib- them," and Will Harper turned and led the way
erty created a diversion in favor of the Sioux, toward the rocks, under which his loved child
because their dash through the ranks of the was waiting for him. When they reached the late
Blackfeet warriors caused some confusion among camp they counted the number of dead warriors
them. Then the dashing charge f>f the three that had fallen in the battle. They lay scattered
white men and Little Red Cloud, with the terri_ble all around about the camp-fire. Five or six white
havoc th.ey made among theI?, caused sometl.ung men were among them, including Raymond, the
of a pamc to take place, particularly as the Sioux outlaw, himself.
"It was a royal fight," said Eric Winston, "and
charged in a body at th.e same time. It did not
take but a couple of mmutes more .to sta!"t ~he • I never saw men fight better than did the Sioux."
"Nor I," said Swift Foot. "They would make
retreat. Then some Blackfeet wari:ior, thmki_ng
that all was lo~, gave the. yell of dismay, whi~h fine soldiers if trained in regular style."
.
" .
utterly demoralizes an Indian when he hears it.
. Sioux warr10rs are very brave," remarked
Quick as a flash Little Red Cloud gave a whoop
of triumph and his warriors took it up. The little Little Red Cloud.
"So they are, chief, and all the better for the
handful of outlaws could not stand the pressure
nor stem the tide of defeat. The sight of the brave chief they have to lead them."
The warriors slowly returned from the pursuit
White Elk also discouraged the Blackfeet and enand devoted themselves to throwing the dead
thused the Sioux braves.
"Catch Gregg and Allen!" cried Eric Winston. into the river, after which they found the girls
"Catch Gregg and Allen!" sung out the young waiting for them.
"Oh, my father!" cried Lena, running to him
.
chief.
"Catch tRe renegades!" yelled Will Harper, and and throwing her arms around his neck. "I was so
afraid you would be killed and I'd be left alone
he made a desperate effort to get at them.
But Gregg and Allen knew that their safety in the world."
"Well, you see, none of us are killed, my
depended on getting away int<;> the woods under
c?ver of ~arkness, where no trail could be follo':ved child," he replied. "We whipped the enemy and
~11 mori:nng came. Of course they lost no time d:r;ove him back. But Gregg and Allen got away,
~n break~ng for. the woods, and as the woods we~e and we are going after them as soon as it is light
Just ~ little d1stanc.e away they succeeded . m enough for us to see the trail."
?"
b
.
"H
reachmg them. Swift Foot was not far behmd
.
" ow 0 ng WI 11 you .e gone.
them. His speed was like that of the deer, and he
would have overtaken them but for being attacked . I don t know, my child. But yo~ :win be safe
by two very stalwart Blackfeet braves, who be- m here. Here are w.ater and pro:r1s10ns enough
lieved they could take his scalp and then hasten for month~. You will have no~hmg to do but
o,:n in their retreat. But they little dreamed of stay here till we come back. I wiJl show you how
the terrible strength and activity of the man they to open and shut the door, but you must ;iot at!> ad attacked. He· leaped clear over the head of tempt. to. go out unde~· a week. I~ we don t come
one of them, giving him a blow on the neck with back mside of that time, you ~mght go ou_t an~
J>i s heel that knocked him flat ·on the ground. Ere put yourself under the protect10n of the Sioux.
"But how can we teU whether it is day or
t he other could recover from his amazement the
white hunter had nearly severed his head from his night in here?" Laura asked.
"Across the roof of this room is a large rent
sh0ulders with his bow1e.
As the other rose to his feet Winston was upon or crevice through which light comes, though you
cannot see the sky or the sunshine. You will
hiM, and he was wiped out in an instant.
know by that."
"Which way did they go?" Winston asked.
They sat down and talked for a long time, and
''Into the woods."
Harper came up and saw that further pursuit then the three men lay down on the bearskins to
' sleep. The girls followed their example, and in
would be u seless during the darkness.
"They have gotten away from us~" he said bit- a little while they were all soundly sleeping.
Just before day Harper awoke and called up
terly.
"Yes," said Winston; "but we won't let the his two companions. They arose and slipped out
Blackfeet rest till they give 'em up. I am going of the chambe1-. leaving: the girls asleep Out-

!
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side near the rock they found Little Red Cloud
waiting for them.
"Gregg and Allen a1·e in the cove under the
rock,'' said the young chief.
'4Eh? What?"
"I saw them, with two pale-faces, go in. They
said you would follow the Blackfeet, and that
they would come back and go down the river in a
canoe."
"They are shrewd," said Harper, "but we'll
now get 'em again. We were going to follow the
Blackfeet, but won't do it now."
"No; we'll stop an' catch 'em," said the young
chief.
"But your warriors will want to follow them,
chief," said Winston, "and you had better go with
them."
"No. I won't go until I have caught Gregg and
Allen," and the young chief seemed to be very de·
termined on that point.
"Where did they go in, chief?"
"In there;" pointing to the very entrance from
which they had just emerged.
"I don't half like that,'' said Harper. "They
are capable of any villainy, and might accidentally find their way into the chamber where the girls
are."
"What shall we do, then?"
"Why, go back and tell the girls we are not going away at all-at least for the present. That
will make them feel easier in mind. Then we
must devise some way to get at 'em."
"Yes, that's the best plan."
They left Little Red Cloud and made their
way back to the cayern, where they found the
tWo girls and Singing Bird still soundly sleeping in each other's arms.
When the girls awoke they were told of the
change in the programme, and they were very
glad. They all ate a hearty breakfast of buffalo
meat, after which Will Harper took down a lantern, put some matches in his pocket, and motioned to the other two to follow him. They did
so, and once more the girls were left in the cave
·
by themselves.
CHAPTER XX.-The Father and Son Meet.
On finding themselves cut loose by a Blackfeet
warrior during the thickest of the night attack,
Gregg and Allen, instead of taking arms and
engaging in the battle, made a break for the rear.
The pursuit that instantly followed quite demoralized the Blackfeet and caused their retreat.
The combined charge of the Sioux completed the
panic, and the redskins broke and fled in every
direction.
"This way, pard!" called Gregg, making a dash
for the woods nearest them.
"Quick!" cried Allen, dashing away at the top
of his speed.
The two other whites joined with .thme, and
they entered the woods together. . Once in the
woods they knew they would be safe, and so they
did not xun two hundred yards after they got
there.
"They won't try to follow us in the darkness,"
,
safd Gregg.
"No," said one of the outlaws. "They can't see
any trail. But they'll follow us in the morning."

"Of course they will," said Gregg. "They'll
bring the whole Sioux tribe to .t he front, and
crowd the Blackfeet to the wall. What we ought
to do now is just what they don't expect us to
do."
"What's that, pard?"
"Go round to the cave again, go in an' stay.
there till the Sioux go oil' in purusit of the Blackfeet. Then we can come out, get a canoe, an'
go down the river."
"Pard, it's a wise head you have,'' said one of
the outlaws. "Let's go right away. They won't
dream of us goin' back thar."
They started off, making a wide detour toward
the south, and two hours later began to approach
the great rock from the lower side. Little Red
Cloud had Iain in his blanket to sleep, and had
probably slept a couple of hours when he awoke
and began thinking -of his S4iging Bird and the
two white maidens; he could sleep no more.
Something impelled him to get up and walk
over toward the entrace of tl!e cave, and as he
did so he he~rd footsteps and voices. Quickly
concealing himself behind a boulder he listened.
To his amazement Gregg, Allen and two other
white men came along. They were talking, and
he heard enough to understand the situation. To
attack them would be a desperate thing, and
probably worse than useless, so he let them go
on, and saw them enter the cave. Then he kept
watch till daylight, in order to see Harper and
Winston the first thing in the morning as they
came. The reader has seen how Harper was surprised at his news. He went back into the cave
and told the girls what had happened: Singing
Bird wanted to go out and see the young chief.
"I will bring him to you when we come in
again,'' iaid Harper.
They then went out and left tllem alone in the
cave. But the young chief, when he told his
braves where the renegades were, found that all
of them wanted to march against the Blackfeet
village at once, and were willing to leave Harper, Winston and Swift Foot to look after the
· renegades. He accordingly told them that they '
could go under the leadership of another chiefFalling Rain-and he would remain with ten war- riors to help catch tlle renegades and two outlaws.
"There is heap goods in the pale faces' cave
which we get for Sioux warriors,'' he said to
them.
They were satisfied to follow his advice, and
Falling Rain set out on the trail of the Blackfeet without him. With his ten warriors he at
once proceeded to place sentinels at various points
to give signals if the renegades showed themselves anywhere. Then he waited for the three
white men to show themselves again. Harper
came out after him, led him to the cave to let
Singing Bird see him, and then he joined them
in the search for the four villains.
"The chances are that they are sleeping," he
said to them, "and if so we'll hear them snoring."
They began a slow, cautious movement, a string
holding them together, to prevent anyone from
getting lost, and for half an hour they crept
. on through the dark passages without hearing
any sounds whatever. Suddenly Harper came
to a stop, and listened,
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"They are sleeping," he whispered. "I can
"He is the young chief of the Sioux-Little Red
Cloud."
.
·
.hear their snoring."
· They advanced slowly, till they could hear all
The firebrand dropped from Harper's hand and
four snoring like porpoises. He stopped and lit he turned to stare at the noble youth at his side.
his lantern, which he carried behind him as he '.fhe young chief returned his gaze with tenfold
advanced. Ten minutes later they stood over mterest.
"Harry!"
the four men as they lay on the ground at their
feet, soundly sleeping. He held the lantern,
"Father!"
•
while Winston and the others disarmed the out- •
In another instant the two strong men were
laws. Gregg and Allen were not armed at all. locked in each other's arms, and sobs burst from
Then covering them with their revolvers, they the father. The other had been trained to tbe
Indian school of stoicism, and did not give way tt>
·called out to them:
·
his emotions.
"Get up there, you villains!"
Harper held him off at arm's length and gazed
They sprang up to find a revolver staring each
at him.
one in his face.
"My son-my son!" he sobbed; and sat down
"Do .you surrender?"
"Yes--dori't shoot!" cried one of the outlaws. on a stone to compose himself.
"My father, my heart is glad," said Little Red
"Hold out your hands, ·then."
They held out their hands and Winston bound Cloud, laying a hand on his shoulder. "I will
lie as a child to . obey you in all things. I rethem.
member that once the name of Harry was mine
"Now we have you again," said Harper.
· Gregg was utterly broken up by his capture, but it seems like a dream to me. My sister'~
and knowing that his life depended on keeping face must be like my mother's, for it has haunthis secret, he made up his mind to die rather than e'd me ever since I saw her."
"Yes, yes, my son. She has the face of her
tell all he knew. Allen was equally as much demoralized, and did nothing but groan all the way mother-her very image. ·Oh, heaven, and she
·
out to the open air, where they were taken as was murdered in her home by fiends!"
"I'll go and bring the girls here," said Eric
soon as possible. They were taken to the same
camp, which was now deserted, and made fast ytinston, hastening away from the ' spot and gomg to the cave.
to the same saplings again.
"We were going to commence where we left off
last night, Bill Gregg," said Herper.
·
CHAPTER XXI,-Nemesis :.t Work.
"You can burn me alive ~f you like, Will Harper," said Gregg, in very determined tones. "You
On entering the cave Eric Winston found the
have me in your power., and I can't help myself.
But you won't get any more information out of three girls walking about in the semi-twilight of
the place.
·
me till you give me my liberty."
"I have come to take you all out to the camp,"
"Before I give you your :iberty," hissed Harper, "I'll cut you into inch pieces and feed you he said to them. "We have caught the two renewith them. I have promised to give you a chance gades, and they have told all. Little Red Cloud
for your life when you have told me all-the is the son of Will Harper, and the br other of
chance of a fair fight. You must take that Lena here."
A glad cry burst from Lena and Singing Bird
chance or the alternative. You can take your.
choice. I am not the man for you to trifle with." at the same time. They rushed into each other's
·
..'What are you goin' ter do with me?" Allen arms with tears of joy 1n their eyes.
They went out with Winston, and when they
asked . .
reached the camp Lena rushed to the young chief
"Just as I deal with Gregg so will I deal with
you," was the reply. "You are as bad as he is." and threw her arms. about his neck!
"My brother!" she said.
"And what ate you going to do with u s ?" one
"Sister, sister-you look like mother! Your
of the outlaw's asked.
·
face has haunted me ever since I fi rst saw it."
"Turn you over to these warriors here to have
Then Singing Bird gave :him her ca resses and
all the fun with you they want. Now, Gregg, are
seemed as happy as a child.
'
you ready to go on where you left off? Is it true
"You ought ter let us go for that, Will Harmy wife per ished in the fire of my cabin?"
per," said Zack Allen, when he saw how happy
"Yes."
they were.
.
The face of Will Harper twitched with emo"You can go free when you have killed me
tion, and it was some time ere he spoke again. Zack Allen. Vengeance for ·the murder of my
Then he asked the question as to what became wife has not yet been completed."
of his little boy. Gregg was silent. Harper
As the messenger who had been sent for the .
procured a brand from the fire and approached.
papers _under the stone in front of the Badgers's
"Don't be a fool, Bill Gregg," said Allen. "Tell log-cabm had not yet returned, nothing would
'im to onct an' be done with it."
be done to them till that time. They were taken
Gregg remained silent and Uarper started to into the cave and securely bound for safe keepapply the torch.
ing, for fear of a surprise from a band of Black"Hold on a moment," he said. "Give me a min- feet warriors. A runner was sent to meet the
ute or two."
other one .and tell him where they were.
Harper waited and glared at him.
During the .time that followed they made quite
"Your boy is alive," he said.
a happy family, for they walked about in the
"Where is he?·"
groves, round on the river, and laughed and sang'
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and talked as though no blood had been shed in
the efforts to bring about this happy reunion.
Swift Foot took a fancy to Laura, because s}u!
had killed five warriors during ~he trouble, and
didn't seem to think . it anything to brag of. She
liked him because of his jolly good nature and
fearlessness in danger. Lena did not leave her
father's side a moment, if .she could help it, and
was never tired of talking to him and calling him
by the endearing name of father.
At last the messenger came back with the papers in his possession. Winston took them and
examined every one very carefully.
"They are all here," he said, "and they make
me a rich man. He had a great deal of property
in St. Louis, one-half of which comes to me and
t he other half to his people."
"I am glad ·for your sake, Eric Winston," said
Harper, "for you have been a true friend all the
time."
"Are the papers all there?" Gregg asked from
where ·he was bound.
"Yes, they are all here."
"I suppose you ·don't feel like thankin' me for
'em?"
"No, not in the least,'' he replied. "You didn't
give 'em up voluntarily."
He said ·no more, and after a while Harper
.
said:
"Gregg, I am going to turn you loose now with
a bowie-knife. If you can get away with me you
are free as far as I am concerned," and taking
two bowie-knives he 'went up to the sampling and
cut him loose. Then tossing one of the bowieknives· at his feet, he said:
"Take up that and defend yourself."
The renegade picked up the knife and stood on
the defensive. Harper made a rush at him and
he sprang aside.. Then they closed in a deathstruggle. But it was over in a moment, and the
renegade sank down to the ground.
"Father," said Little Red Cloud, as Harper
cut Allen loose, "let me avenge my mother. Let
me fight him!"
"Very well, my son. There he is. Kill the
wretch."
"Little Red Cloud then went at him, and Allen
had his hands full at the start. But he fought
shy, making no aggressive attack at all, till at
last the young chief made a rush that bore him
to the ground. In another moment the young
chief had settled him, and in a few minutes he
had joined Gregg in the unknown _space of the
universe.
Then the young chief gave a tremendous whoop
in true Indian style, and the ten warriors with
him responded in kind. The two · outlaws looked
on and saw Gregg and Allen wiped out.
"That's rough on us, pard," said one to the
·
other in a whisper.
"Yes. I hope they'll give us the same chance."
"Yes, but they've turned us over to ther- redskins, an' when did yer ever know a redskin ter
give a white man a chance for his life?"
The Indians next came in for their play with
t he two outlaws. They looked appealingly at the
young chief, and ~en at Harper.
"I say," one of them called, "give us a chance,
too. We ain't done you no harm as we know
on-"

"You are the prisoners of the Indians," said
Harper. "I have nothing to do with you."
"You were in the band that killed my uncle,"
said Laura. "I don't see that you are any better
than those two renegades."
"Waal, vre ain't no worse," they replied, "an'
ef you give 'em a chance, yer ought ter give us
one."
"That is for the Sioux braves to decide. If they
see proper to do so, all right."
"We will give 'em a chance," said Little Red
Cloud, after a pause of some minutes. "They
may run the gauntlet when the warriors come
home with the Blackfeet scalps."
The two outlaws turned deathly pale when they
heard that, for though they had never seen it they
knew what the ordeal was. It would give them
·a bout one chance in a hundred. The ordeal was
to strip the victim to the skin, and let him run
at full speed between a long line of warriors
with knives, every warrior having a hack at him
as he passed. · It was almost sure death to the
victim, and afforded infinite amusement to the
savages.
"What say you to that?" Harper asked.
"All right; it suits me," said one of them.
·"Yes, and me, too," put in the o·L.her.
They knew that it would .be at least· a week ere
the warriors came back and during that ·time they
~elieved they would be able to make their escape
in some way.
.L ittle Red Cloud then ordered the ten warriors to take theni to his village and keep them
under a strong guard till the warriors returned
as the vicinity of the pillar of the White Elk wa~
a dangerous place to keep them, on account of
the number of parties that came there for good
omens. They were securely bound and taken
away, thus leaving their young chief without a
single warrior to his tribe.
But he was with his father and sister, and the
other two white men were as true friends as ever
he could wish. The evening after they left with
the prisoners the little party was met by a band
of Blackfeet and all made prisoners themselves.
The tyvo outlaws became frantic with ~oy. They
leaped, shouted, sang and hugged each other like
a couple of lunatics. Their captors did not know
what to think of them. But at last they told their
story, and ~egged that the hand go to the pillar
of the White Elk and capture the young chief
of the Sioux and the thr.ee white men, together
with the three maidens.
The hope of capturing the young chief set the
Blackfeet wild. They made a forced march and
reached the place near midnight. But the young
chief and his friends were in the secret cave when
they arrived, .and early the next inorning Harper himself discovered their presence, for he was
savagely attacked by four warriors as he attempted to go out into the open air.
But he soon disposed of his four assailants, one
of which was a .white man, whom he wounded
and then dragged inside the cave .. and closed the
stone door. The wounded white man turned out
to be one of the two men Little Red Cloud had ·
sent to his village the day before. The man was .
bound hand and foot.
"We must catch that other renegade or out·
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law," said Harper, ''and then I am ready to leave
this place forever."
-

CHAPTER XXII.-Running the Gauntlet.
On the third day after the arrival oi the band
of Blackfeet the four men in the cave made the
discovery that the other. ou~law and four Indians were on guard outside m front of the entrance to the cave.
·
"Now we have a chance to get him," said Wins-

ton.
"How?"
"We four can creep up near enough to shoot
down the four redskins, and then make a rush
on him."
"But there may be others near."
.
"No· the entire band is up there by the pillar
the 'White Elk, waiting for the good omen."
"Then let's make the attempt," said Harper,
and they proceeded at once to do so. The five
guards were evidently unconscious of danger.
The crack of fou r rifles laid the four Indians out,
and ere the outlaw could recover from his amazem ent the four men were upon him. He was seized,
disar~ed, and run into the cave so quickl_y that
not one of the other warriors had seen it. In
less than three minutes from the time the shots
were fired the outlaw was a longside h is missing
comra de, a nd the most a stonished man in the
world.
"We have both of you again," said Harper.
"Yes. It's our luck, I suppose," was the reply.
"Yes. I hope you will get what good luck
ought to give you this time-and that is a chance
to die the death of dogs."
"They shall r un the gauntlet," said Little Red
Cloud, in determined tones.
The n ext day the four brave m en hear~ sounds
of battle, and on going out to see about it, found
that the Bla ckfeet had been attacked by. a band
of Sioux.
They lost no time in going into the bat tle, and
their appea r an ce, together with the terrible havoc
created by. their r evolvers, qui ckly put the Blackfeet t o flight. The victorious Sioux hailed their
young chief w ith shouts of joy. They h a d been
victor ious, an d came ba ck with many sca lps to
celebrate their victory under the shadow of the
great White E lk.
It was a great r eiief to them to get out of the
cave once mor e, and the sunshine seemed n ever
so plea sant as when they felt its warmt h after
being dep r ived of it for a whole week.
.
That evening wa s one of f easting and dancmg
with the victo;r ious Sioux. Little Red C1oud told
them that-he had two white prisoners whom they
could m ake r un, the gauntlet if they wanted to,
and ga ve th em the st or y of how they h a d i ought
with the Bla ckfeet against the-- Sioux. They
greeted the announ cement with yells, and p repared at once to begin the sport . Laura and
Lena begged to be taken back to the cave, as they
did not care to witness any mor e bloodsh ed.
Winston conducted them back, but Singing Bird,
being a genuine In di an, remained so. as t e be n eal'
her lover.
Harper and the other t wo white men r emained
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to see it, for they had no more sympathy for the
wretches than for so many rattlesnakes.
. We will not depict the horror of the ordeal
further than to say that the two wretches failed
to get through safely, recei':'ing so many ;ivounds
that they died before mormng-a fit endmg for
such lives as they had lived.
Now that the warriors had returned and Harper had rec·o vered his two ~hi l dr en, a consultation as to what he should do m the future naturally followed.
"I don't know what I shall do, Eric," he said
to Winston, the next day after -the return of the
warriors. "I have found my children. One }las
been reared as an Indian, and the other as a white
girl. Harry is -engaged to "'.ed Singi~g Bird,. and
is also the chief of the tribe. It is not likely
that he would care to give· up his love- and the
leadership of the tribe to go with me: It would
not be right for me to take up my res~dence here
with the tribe, and thus cut off all ·rntercourse
with the outer world on account of the two girls.
On the other hand I have nothing in the way of
the world's goods, hence, to take them back to the settlement would be consigning them to poverty."
Eric listened in silence till his old friend had
finished speaking, and then said:
"I have thought of all that, old pard, and have
got something to say about it. · You saved my
life three times, and I saved yours once. That
. was what friends would do any time. Well, we've
spent a good deal of our lives trying to keep our
hair on our heads, and· I'm thinking it's time·
for us to stop that sort of business. I am a rich
man now. I can go to St. Louis and put Wilkes's
pap ers in the han ds of the courts and settle down
very rich. But I am not g oing to do that unless
you and your girls go with me. I'll buy you a
farm, stock it, and give it t o you. Then I'll buy
one a longside of it for myself so we shall be
neighbors. Then if Lena will ha ve me for a husband I'll be your son-in-la w. But whether she
does or not, I'll give you the farm. Swift Foot
shall have one also, if he will go with u s. Now
what do you say to that, Will Harper?"
"There's my hand, Eric."
The two men cla sped hands and stood silent
by each Gther's side for severa l minutes. They
were men who knew how to appreciate friendshi p.
"And if H a r r y will come with us he shall h ave
a fa r m, t oo," said Winston.
"I don't know whether t he life would suit hiru
or Singing Bird," said H arp er.
" We can see him abom; it and fin d out."
That afte rnoon H arper and t he young. chief
had a long t alk together, with no on e but themselves to hear it.
"I will g o with you, -fat her , t o the end of the
ea r th," said L e brave yout h. " T o·remain here as
chief is t o. r un the risk of being killed in battle
all the time. I'll talk t o Singing Bird, an d see if
she will go. "
" But ho w can sh e get away from her people?"
"I'll go t o Washington to see the Great Father
-that will please them-a nd will r eturned no
more."
"Yes, that would be a g ood wa y. Your hea d
is wise."
That evening he told Singing Bird that he was
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going away to see the Great White Father in
W.ashington.
"Singing Bird will die," she said. "She cannot
Jive when her heart is so far away from her."
"Singing Bird shall not die, for she shall go
with Little Red Cloud as his wife. He will not
leave her behind."
She sprang up and kissed him, the happiest
maiden under the stars that night. Thus was it
arranged before the plan was submitted to the
warriors and chiefs of the tribe. A few days
later Little Red Cloud told his warriors that he
was going to visit the Great Father and asK: him
to grant certain rights to the tribe which would
keep the Blackfeet out of their reservation altogether. They heartily appoved of the plan, and
he prepared ·to go.

his friends, and stood on the bank of the river
and gazed after the two canoes as they passed
down with the current.
When they were a half-mile away they heard
a mighty shout go up from the warriors, and,
looking back, were astonished at seeing the form
of the great White Elk on the peak of the pillar
of stone, The sight was too much for the young
chief to look at and keep silent. He rose to his
feet and gave vent to a yell that awoke all the
echoes of the hills.
It was his last yell as an Indian, as in a few
minutes more he passed out of sight of the Elk
and the warriors, never to see them more.
A week later they were on the train speeding
for St. Louis. The young chief had donned a
suit of clothes more in keeping with his surroundings, and Laura and Lena had arrayed Singing
Bird out like themselves.
At St. Louis Eric Winston had no trouble in
taking possession of the property given him by
the papers of Ethan Wilkes. But a week was
required to finish the business, and then they
went to Washington. There Little Red Cloud
saw the President, and had a long talk with him
about the redmen of the West.
That attended to they came back to Missouri,
and on the banks of that great river bought farms
side by side, and settled down to the peaceful life
of farmers.
Then Eric Winston claimed Lena's hand and
she gave it to him, for she had learned to love
him. Will Harper ·a sked Laura to be his wife,
and she consented. Then Swift Foot, as they all
continued to call him, found a Missouri girl to
have him, and thus the four started out happily
paired to enjoy the sunset of life in peace and
plenty.

CHAPTER XXIII.-Conclusion.
Singing Bird at once prepared for her marriage
to the young chief, and the warriors busied themselves in making the event a big success. Band
after band of warriors came in from the shadow
of the pillar of the White Elk.
Laura and Lena helped her deck herself out as
became the bride of a chief.
One day Eric Winston said to Lena:
"Your brother is setting you a good example."
"In what way?" she asked.
"In getting married."
"Oh," she laughed. "Everybody ought to marry, I suppose."
·
"Yes, and you perticularly," he added.
"Oh, I am too young yet."
"You are as old as Singing Bird, and much
better fitted to make a man happy. I want you
for my wife. I will devote my life to make you
happy."
"Then I will have you,'' she said, laying a hand
Next week's issue will contain "NOBODY'S
on his arm ·a nd looking up into hls face.
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"Ah! you don't know how happy you ~ave SMART BOY."
made me, Lena, for I have loved you eyer smce
the first time I saw your face. I am gomg to do
all in my power to make your life one of supreme
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selected our new home."
"Well, you won't claim me before then?"
"No."
"Nor tell any one of the engagement?"
"No. I will leave that for you to do." . .
That very evening she told Laura and Smging
Bird, and they both congratulated her on her
good fortune.
The time for the marriage came, and it was ce~
ebrated by the redskins in their rude, barbaric
way. A happier bride would be hard to find than
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tend to them, and they had milk and butter for
sale in the greatest abundance.
The tract of land which he had bought was just
-oroutside of the village. There was a bold spring
THE FORTUNE OF TOM WESLEY
on the place, and he sowed fine grass for their
maintenance. He would buy no cows unless it
was a splendid Jersey. All other kinds he turned
away.
By R. T. BENNETT
Every boarding-hou se in the town wanted to
buy their milk and butter, and he kept an eye
on the dairy and the dairyman.
(A Serial Story)
His mother no longer did her own milking.
The dairyman drove up to the house every morning and afternoon with butter and milk from
CHAPTER xv'ln.
Tom's dairy. Many mothers in -the village were
using him as a pattern for their own boys.
Where Tom Struck It Rich.
When the hotel season opened the next spring,
Tom's mother was at the head of a twenty-room
"Well, for heaven's sake, don't get my boy into house, eve-,:y room
of which was taken by wealthy
playing cards and horse-racing. "
people who came up to spend the season there.
"I certainly will not. I don't believe Tom knows
One day Tom was looking around to buy some
one card from another."
additional land just beyond the one he had alA few days later Tom employed Contractor r.e ady purchased
his dairy lot, and founq a
Jones to add another ten rooms to his mother's spring which he for
had known all his life, not a
house, and said:
very bold one,
in which the water tasted
"Mother, you will soon have a hotel of your very queer, andbutheone
didn't know whether it was
own, and we'll call i~ the W e~ley House. Eyei:y good for cows or not, so he
up his mind
dollar of its cost will be paid as soon as it is to take a sample of it down to made
the drug store and
finished."
·
ask the druggist
tell him what it was
The contractor put enough men at work to rush in the water thatif he could
it to taste so· different
it through and complete the addition before the from that found incaused
other springs and wells, and
cold weather.
the druggist, after tasting it, asked him where he
Tom was now eighteen years of age, and .all got it.
the native girls around Hadley began treating
"Never mind about that," said Tom. "I want
him with much consideration and cordiality; but to know if it is good for milch-cows to drink."
although he was polite and civil to every one of
"Well, before I could answer that question,
them, still he showed no particular attention to Tom, I would have to
have it analyzed, and that
any one of them.
would cost about a hundred dollars. I can tell
The end of the season came, and all the city you, though, that it is mineral,
containing both
boarders left Hadley; but Tom's horse-trading sulphur and iron."
and other speculating successes went on, and
"Are you sure of that?"_Tom asked.
many of his friends inquired about his lucky dime.
"Yes, I'm sure of it."
"Oh, my lucky dime is all right," said Tom,
Upon hearing that Tom went to the owner of
and several of his friends bantered him about the land and bought it, some
fifteen acres in exbuying it.
tent. Then he we:;:it to the druggist and told him
He laughed with them and told them that he to have the water analyzed and he would pay the
wouldn't think of selling his birthright.
bill, so the druggist sent samples of the water
"Who in thunder wants to buy your birth- to a well-known chemist who, after analyzing
it, pronounced it to be about the best mineral
right?" one of them asked.
water in the state.
"Why, do you?" he retorted.
"Not on your life," said the other fellow.
"By George,"- said he to himself, "I've struck
"Well, I consider it my birthright, for it was it rich."
coined in the year in which I was born and came
The druggist had told many of his customers
to me by the hand of fortune, so I'm going to hold that Tom had found a little mineral spring not
onto it until my fortune is made. It would do far from the village, and the man from whom
you no good to buy it, for you were a stout lad he had bought the land immediately told where
when that dime was coined."
the spring was.
He refused so many who wanted to see the coin
It created a great deal of excitement, for
that the charge was made that he had lost it; . everybody expected the little village to become
but his mother spoke up and said that was not a great watering place, and the man refused
true, as he still had it, although he was not to sell Tom any more of the land at any price;
showing it to everybody.
,
but Tom had the spring.
Contractor Jones rushed his men and finished
He had it cleaned out and walled up, and then
the house, just as he had completed the first ad- he built a neat little house over it.
'
dition he put up, before the cold weather set in,
People flocked there to drink the water, with
and during the time that the addition was being the result that during the next season the place
built Tom continued to make trades, and, of was more crowded than -ever before. So popular
course, his good· luck continued, for during the
did the spring become that capitalists came up
winter he bought a dozen Jersey cows and several
and made various offers to buy it, but Tom shook
acres of land, which he enclosed, and built barns
his head to them and held onto the spring.
for their use on the, triict.
Finally many of the wealthy :rp.en of the locality
He then hired an experienced dairyman to atcame to Tom and his mother, saving that Tont
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was standing in the way of the growth of the village, and claiming that if he would sell the spring
to a company that the company would put up
buildings on the grounds and erect more hotels,
thus increasing the value of every citizen's property holdings more than double, and his mother
then urged him to sell it. .
"I won't do it, mother, but I will lease the
spring to any company that will offer a fair price
for it, and thus you and I and sister will get rich
as the town grows."
After considerable negotiation a company was
organized and the value of stock placed at a high
figure.
.
Tom was to be given one hundred thousand dollars' worth of stock for the use of the spring,
and the company was to put up all the necessary
buildings.
Tom, however, was to move his dairy a half
mile further away, and the company was to use
that land as a park.
The water was to be free for everybody spending ~he season uf there, and was also to be bottled
and shipped al over the country, while Tom
was, of course, to receive a certain income from
the sale of the water, and still retain his title
as the owner of the land.
Thus, at the age of eighteen, Tom Wesley had
become the wealthiest individual in the town , of
Hadley.
Eight acres of the land was to remain as his
individual property, upon which he could build
cottages and rent them for whatever price he
_ could get for them.
•
The company at once set carpenters at work
building neat little cottages near the spring.
Then they started another hotel, very large and
commodious, on a part of the land that the spring
was on.
As fast as the cottages were finished they
were taken by the tenants who wanted to use the
water of the spring, and, of course, property all
over the village more than doubled in value,
while work went on, too.
- Tom's mother had another addition bulit to her
house, and when it was finished the house had
forty rooms.
Miss Granger came up very late in the season.
Tom had insisted that the room she had occupied
the season before should be held in reserve for
her, and his mother had long f;ince ceased to oppose his wishes in anything. When Miss Granger
arrived, Tom, with his rig, was down at the
station, and, of course, drove her up to the house.
"Oh, my, Tom," said she, "you seem to have
waked up the whole village."
"Yes, so I have."
·
"Tom, what are you gomg to call that spring?"
"Why, I wanted to call it after a certain young
lady, but the parties who have leased it and are
building cottages and a big hotel on the land
-insist upon calling it the Wesley Spring."
"Oh, Tom, I'm glad of that. What did you
want to call it?"
"I ·wanted to call it the Granger Spring, but
they wouldn't have it."
Her face flushed, but she said nothing.
She understood only too well his motive in
giving it that name, and she appreciated it.
"TOm, how is it that you hadn't discovered
that spring before?"
"Oh, I knew all about it ever since I was old
enough to run about, but I nev~r dreamed of its

value. A little toddler, you know, can't begin to
understand such things; but when I moved the
dairy over there near it, the thought struek me
that the queer tasting water would probably spoil
the cow's milk, so I took a bottle of it down to
the druggist, who toid me that it was some kind
of mineral water. I suspected then that it was
valuable, so I had a bottle of it sent to the State
chemist in the city and then went and bought
the balance of the tract of land. When old man
Fleming found out how I had gotten ahead of him
he was very angry, and said some things that, had
the members of· his church heard, would have
expelled him; but I had the land, and so left
the big words that he used to him."
"Tom, has your mother got room for me in
the house?"
"Bless you, yes. Your some old room is ready
for you. I wouldn't let mother puf anybody else
in there."
"Oh, you dear '!'om. I am so glad of that, for
I -didn't want to go back to the hotel."
When she entered the house Mrs. Wesley caught
Evelyn in her arms and kissed her all over her
face.
When she went up to her room· she found a
large pitcher of water, fresh from the spring,
on a table, and Tom's mother informed her that
Tom had brought it up from the spring especially
for her.
"And,'' she added, "he says that he will see
that you get a pitcher of it, fresh from the spring
every morning."
"Jm:t what I need," said she. "I have been
ailing for the last two months, which is the reason why I am so late in coming up. Tom is
certainly thoughtful, and r appreciate it."
"Yes, he has been bringing a pitcher of the
water up to my room ever since he had the water
analyzed. He has always been thoughtful of his
mother and sister."
"Tom went down to the city . and procured one
of the best cooks he could find, saying that his
mother sh,puld not go into the kitchen again to
cook a meal for the boarders," she told Evelyn
later.
"Mrs. Wesley," said Evelyn, "the girl who gets
Tom for a husband will be the luckiest girl in
all this State, and if you do not object to me as
a daughter I am going to set my cap for him."
"Dear, ~ of all the girls that I know, I would
rather ·have you for my son's wife, and I don't
think that you would have any trouble about it
whatever, for I am satisfied that he loves you
very dearly. There are nearly a dozen girls in
this village who are doing- their best to capture
him."
"Oh, my! Then I will have to be in a hurry to
get ahead of the others."
Just then Evelyn's trunks came up in the express wagon, and the conversation was interrupted.
Late that afternoon Tom asked her if she
would like to ride out with him.
"Yes, Tom, very much. Have you got these
same bays yet?"
"Yes; I couldn't make up my mind to sell them
because they travel so well together, and are so
spirited and, at the same time, so gentle."
During their ride they went around by the'
spring, where Tom stopped, got out and brought
her a glass of water.
(·To be continued.)
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treatment of rheumatic fever has l::een developed
by Dr. James C. Small, chief bacteriologist of the
Philadelphia General Hospital.
. Doctor Small has for many years been conducting experiments with a view to isolating the
specific organism of this disease from the blood
of patients.
"We wish to emphasize," said Health Director
Krusen, "that it is a result of a preliminary study
of acute rheumatic fever, in which the specific
organism_of this disease has been isolated from
the blood of patients. Using this organism, an
anti-toxin has been developed which so far has
given. very encouraging i·esults in tLe treatment ·
of rheumatic fever, with the possibilities of further perfection for general distribution.
"We are making only modest claims as to the
value of this new serum, because it is still in the
experimental stage, and too small a number of
cures has been effected to evaluate properly its
ultimate efficacy..''

LAUGHS

'

ALBINO RATS
ABSENCE AGAIN
If the behavior of rats is any criterian there's
Absence makes the pocketbook fatter.
no such thing as building up alcohol resistance by .
·
-U. of S. Calif. Wampus.
an ancestry of hard drinkers. Frank B. Hanson
and Florence Heys of Washington pn~versity. at
DISPASSIONATE CRITICISM
St. Louis described a lot of hard drmkmg Albmo
Lady (more or less) : Doesn't that little boy
rats that had been on a drunk for ten generations, swear terribly?
yet the sons and daughters of the tenth generaAnother Little Boy: Yes'm, he sure do. He
tion reeled and stagger ed in their cups as quick- don't put no expression in it at all.
ly as had the dead and gone first ancestors.
-Cornell Window.
WEATHER IN MARS
How's the weather on Ma rs? Not so bad, according to the estimate of W. W. Coblentz and C.
O. Lampland of the Bureau of. Stand~rds l!-t
Washington, who reported their rad10metnc
measurements before the American Physical Society.
They figure that when the south~rn .end of
Mars is tilted toward the sun, makmg it summer f or the Southern Hemisphere, the temperature in the southern t emperate zone is about 77
degrees by our Fahrenheit thermometer. At the
same time the North Polar temperature stands at
about 40 degrees below zero.

He: Suppose I had never met you!
She: A good ideal Let's suppose you haven't,
-Wisconsin Octopus.
TIDINGS FROM THE BEACH
"Who is this fellow Tide I hear about so
much?"
"I never heard of him."
"Why, I've heard everyone saying, 'Hi, Tide,'
and 'Lo, Tide.' "
-Washington Dirge.
PRIVILEG:5]D
"Hey, mister! Yer engine's smokin'."
"Well, it's old enough to."
-Texas Ranger.

CARRIER PIGEON, HERO IN WORLD WAR,
DIES
One of the feathered heroes of the great wara carrier pigeon, which helped save VerdonRENDEZVOUS
has recently died of old age in Paris. The bird
She: Meet me at the library tonight at 7:00
had a wound stripe on its leg band and was one o'clock."
of the government's pensioners, having been givIt: All right; what time will you be there.
en a home by a g rateful nation.
-Minn. Ski-U-Mah.
Through a barrage of shrapnel tl~e pigion ~n
1916 ca r r ied a message that kept Fro1deterre Hill
HE NEEDED IT.
from being captured. In an order of the day the
Inquisitive Lady: And now, officer, tell me
army cited the pigeon for "having maintained
communication with the front line when all hu- what that strap under your chin is for.
Officer: That, lady, is to rest my poor old jaw
man means failed." · In its flight through the barrage the pigeon was hit by a shell splinter that when it gets tired answering silly questions.
-Scream.
carried away its claws. The pigeon will be
mounted and placed in the Verdon war museum.
ALSO TIRED
NEW SERUM FOR RHEUMATIC FEVER
"Is that water warm?"
Public announcement was authorized recently
"It ought to be; it's been running half an hour."
in Philadelphia, Pa., that a new scrum for the
-Oregon Orange Owl.
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"Exactly!"
"He must be a demon!"
"He certainly is, and it must be our work tO
_
. . run him down."
It was in those exciting days when the country
"Then th~ sooner it is done, the better!" cried
was in the throes of war with Mexico. No unim- Ralph, forcibly. "Let us lose no time, Captain
portant part it was which the navy had to play · Worden."
in that contest.
.
Among Ralph Hayden's warm friends on board
Though Mexican war vessels were few, yet were two appren~i::es, Ro~al May and David Jefthere were plenty of. freebooters and itinerant . freys. To them, i~ the privacy of a corner of the
coasters along the Central American coast only gun ~eek, Ralp1!- imparted the thrilling reasons
too ready to enlist as"privateers, and prey on the f?r his mterest m the running down of Red Mucommerce of the United States.
· rie~.
It was finally decided to sen<! a warship to
. ',My f3:ther, Harold Hayden, of New York, is a
. patrol the Bay of Honduras and other parts of civil eng1;ri.eer and surveyor. Two years ago my
the Caribbean Sea.
mother die~. ~Y father wishe<l; me to join my.
The vessel selected for this purpose was the fortunes with his. But I had JUSt entered the
clipper-b.u ilt ship, War Eagle, Captain Lester ~avy, and could not honorably secure a discharge
Worden in command.
JUSt then.
Captain Worden decided to stop a while at
. "I went to sea !ind roy fi:ther, about this time,
Belize, for the purpose of gaining information. hit upon a star~lmg surprise and one which, if
When Cf ptain Worden went ashore with his suc~el'.sful,. promised great reward. It seemed that
boat's crew he · was warmly welcomed by the a d1stmgu1shed tr.aveler, named Samuel Dean, had
British commandant, who extended. to him a cor- learned of the existence ·of buried treasure in the
dial hospitality.
heart of 3: !orest in Nicaragua. Millions. were
Captain Worden was an astute man, and did ~here, awaitmg only the skill of ·some one versed
not at once venture to make the inquiries which m the ways of the country and .surveying to rewere his object in landing there. After hobnob- coy,er th.em. .
:
bing with Colonel Archibald, the commandant, he
In his dilemma, after an unsuccessful attempt:
ventured to remark, carelessly:
to recover the treasure, Dean came to my father.
''.I ~ave he'.lrd of some piracy along your coast. They at once came .to an agreement, and my fals it irremediable?"
ther agreed ~o go with Dean and do the surveying
"Ah, my dear sir," said Colonel Archibald, de- for a share ~n the treasure. But it was necessary ·
precatingly, "I regret that it is so. · But there is to have a ship ~o carry out the plan, so my father
little here compared with the piracy of the Carib- wrote me, askmg me to leave my post and join
bean Sea. Indeed, there is one wretch who boldly th~m· I was .to be made captain of the treasure
preys upon the commerce of your country under ship. I obtained leav_e of absence to visit m}
the guise of a privateer. He is a literal fiend
fll;ther and Mr. Dean m New York, and consult
and, I believe, exemplifies the sayjng, •'dead me~ ~ith.t?em. They. were greatly disappointed at my .
tell no tales.'"
·
~nabih~y to go with them. However, I succeeded
"What may be the name of this pirate?"
m . findmg a trttstworthy shipmaster, named Cap"He is known only as Red Muriel, on account tam Warloc~, .who _owned the ship Adventurer,
of his appearance. Though of a dark-skinned and he was enhsted m the cause. The Adventurer
race, he has hair and mustache of a peculiar Wll;S fitted out and. started upon her cruise. A
bright red."
pomt on the Mosqmto Coast, near the Pearl Cays
Captain Worden returned to his ship, but bet? .be -the landing place.
'
fore he had been in port many days ne learned
Wnile. at the ?ouse of Mr. Dean I met my
other important facts, among them the locality fate. Ahci: Dean is the sw~etes~ girl on earth. I
most frequented by Red Murial.
mea~ to wm her for my wife, 1f such a thing is
The pirate ship was bark rigged and a swift possible. But enough of that. While we were at
sailor. A good armament was carried and a fHavan~ last week I got another letter from my
large crew. The usual plan .was to run down a
ather.
.
merchantman, lay alongside with grappling-irons
· Thde. two apprentices were now very much intercarry the fight on to the victim's deck and then' este m Ralph's story.
after killing everybody on board, to loot ad scuttl~
"Has he found the treasure, Ralph?" asked
the ship.
yo~ng Jeffreys.
A member of the War Eagle's crew who seemed
Maybe they've started for home!" said Royal.
to be more than ordinarily inter ested in the pirate
Ralph nodded.
was a young middy, named Ralph Hayden. He . "Yes," he said, "they found the treasure and it
was a t all, handsome fellow, popular with all, and is on the Adventurer, and she is somewhere in
a thor ough gentleman. As Captain Worden came these seas, on her way home.''
back from the commandant with the story of Red
"Jupiter!" exclaimed Jeffreys. "You don't
Muriel, Ralph was -more · interest ed than any one mean it, Ralph!"
else.. H e seemed to be the victim of a powerful
"O~ course your father will · look out for you!"
emotion.
exclaimed Royal.
"This Red Muriel would attack any ship flying
"Won't you be rich'"
the American flag on sight?" he asked of Captain
"Lucky fellow!"
·
Worden.
"Don't forget your old pards aboard the War
"Yes," replied the captain.
Eagle."
"An.d his gam~ ~~ to kill everybody on board
"Th~re i.s no danger of that," said Ralph, with
and smk the ship. ,
tears m his eyes. When the war is over I shall

PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN SEA
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resign, and then we will all go into the shipping
business together. What say you?"
"Hurrah!" shouted the excited apprentices.
"But just now I am in a state of desperate worriment," said Ralph. "Alice is on board the Adventurer, as well as the treasure. The ship will,
of course, fly the American flag, and if this piratical scoundrel, Red Muriel, snould come across her
-good heavens! I cannot bear to think of it! ''.
- It is needless to say that the two apprentices
were keyed up to the highest pitch of excitement
and interest. So it happened there was more than
a common interest in the chase as the War Eagle
plowed the waters of the Caribbean Sea in quest
of the pirate.
·
· Days passed, and many ships of all nations
were spoken, but none of them reported having
seen Red Muriel. But one day the lookout spied
a floating wreck on the horizon. The War Eagle ·
bore down toward it. The vessel was a full-rigged
ship, with a number of shot holes in her hull, and
waterlogged.
· As the vessel's stern swung about, Ralph read
the name:
· "Adventurer, New York."
He nearly fainted, ·and one of the oarsmen in
the boat sent to board the wreck had to relieve
him at the tiller.
"My heavens!" he groaned, "the worst has happened!"
. Stepping' upon the deck of the floa~ing wreck,
it was easy to see the work of the pirate. Rotting bodies of seamen lay about, wher~ they had
been cut down by the pirates. Evidently a desperate battle had taken place.
· But though the vessel was searched, he found
no trace of the bodies of his father, Mr. Dean,
nor Alice. Something like a thrill of hope revived in his bosom. ·
"To Whomsoever May Chance to Board This
Wreck:
"Greeting.-We are in the power of Red Muriel,
tlie Merciless. There is little hope for us that our
lives may be spared; yet one thing alone may do
if-. The villain has confiscated our treasure, recovered from the ancient ruins in Nicaragua. He
has demanded to know the spot where we found
it, and promises us our lives if we will show him.
I have little faith in his word; yet, should this
reach the eye of a would-be rescuer, I pray you,
in the name of Heaven! sail at once for the. Pearl
Cays and look for Muriel's ship. May Heaven
favor us!
"'
"Harold Hayden."
A wild cry of hope and joy escaped Ralph's lips.
"The villain has spared their lives upon that condition!" he cried wildly. "Now for the Pearl Cays
with all haste. Heaven help us!"
Back to the War Eagle went the yoµng middy.
Of course, Captain Worden listened with great interest to his story. Straight for Pearl Cays the
course was laid.
.
Two days later, after a swift passage, they
were in that vicinity. Suddenly the lookout
shouted:
"Sail ho!"
"Where away?" shouted Captain Worden.
!'Dead ahead, and bearing to windward."
.Captain Worden brought his glass to bear upon
the distant vessel. He saw she was bark rigged.
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Suddenly her flag, which could not be seen as to
color at that distance, was pulled down and another sent up. At once the captain's suspicions
were aroused.
Chase was given. The bark was overhauled,
and a shot across her bow brought her to. ·
There seemed to be much cQnfusion on her decks
and the hasty closing of ports. Captain Worden
at once ordered out the longboat. Twelve seamen
and Ralph Hayden, the middy, and the two apprentices, Royal May and David Jeffreys, accompanied them. Straight for the bark went the
boat.
"What think you of those deep seams in her
side?" asked Captain Worden, turning to Ralph.
"They look like disguised gun ports."
· "We shall see," said the captain.
· The longboat ran alongside 'the bark. A man
at the rail asked in Spanish:
"What want you, senor?"
"We want to come aboard," replied Captain
Worden.
"We are a Spanish trader, and not at war with
your country."
"I want to see your captain. Lower your gangway."
Leaving two men in the boat, the captain and
the rest of the crew climbed to the deck of the
vessel. The captain of the bark now approached
them .
He was a tall, swarthy fellow, wearmg •topboots
and a serape, with a tasseled cap on his head. His
red mustache and hair at once convinced his visitors that he was Red Muriel.
"W~ll, senor, what can a poor trader do for
you?"
•
"Red Muriel," said Captain Worden, "concealment is useless. 'I demand your surrender."
At a signal from the pirate chief two score wild
and savage-looking men, armed to the teeth, appeared.
"No, senor captain, you are in the lion's den!"
cried the pirate chief. "Surrender or Red Muriel
will kill you !"
"Never!" cried Captain Worden. "The least hostile move on your part, and you and your crew are
swept into eternity! Look!"
·He made a gesture toward the War Eagle. In
the shrouds were half a hundred expert riflemen
their guns covering the pirate and his gang. Fo;
a moment Red Muriel's face paled, then he made
a pass at Worden with his sword, crying:
"Have at you, capitaine ! Red Muriel dies, but
never surrenders!"
The pirate crew came_forward like wolves. But
Ralph gave the signal, there was a crash of firearms, and Red Muriel and a dozen of his men
fell. The others retreated into the cabin. For
some time a desultory battle between decks followed, the pirates being driven from one part of
the ship to the other. But at last they were
forced to surrender, and were taken .aboard the
War Eagle in irons.
. ~arold Hayden, Samuel D~an and his davghter
Alice, were found locked up Jn one of the cabins.
The stolen treasure was found in the hold and
transferred to the warship.
A month later the War Eagle, with her prize
in tow, put in at Norfolk. A large fortune was
realized from the treasure. and at the .close of the
war.
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CURRENT NEWS
FORMATIVE YEARS OF YOUTH
The first five years of a child's life go farther
toward determining the mental condition of t;he
adult than any equal length of time between tpe
ages of five and twenty-four. This is the assertion of Prof. Arnold Gesel, director of the PsychoClinic at Yale, New Haven, Conn., where a new
child movement has been instituted.
Doctor Gesell, professor of child hygiene at
LANDING WITH POCKET-SIZE
Yale, and author of books on child life, recently
PARACHUTE
A pocket-size parachute has been invented qy told of experimental work in his clinic. He showed
Lieut. Freri of the Italian aviation forces m with the help of moving pictures the reactions of
'.;enoa. At a recent test exhibition the Lieuten- children at ten different age lEjvels to various
tests, using the reaction of a child to a red block
~mt jumped from an airplane at a heigli.t of 1,200
i'eet, and with his parachute succeeded in landing for his test.
"At the age of one month," he said, "the child
smoothly.
does not heed the block. At three months he
gives slight attention to it At six months he
BAREFOOT SLEEPWALKER FOUND
takes hold of it.. At nine months he is able to
WADING SNOW
give attention sufficiently long to take hold of
Through many inches of snow, with a biting two blocks. At twelve months, with two blocks
wind prevailing, a woman walked three blocks in his hands, he will endeavor to take hold of a
from her home in the north end of Winnipeg clad third with his teeth. At eighteen he is able to
erect a column of several blocks. At two years he
only in her night attire.
She was a "sleep-walker," but it was the first can take three blocks and make a bridge. At
time she had ever left her house, she told a con- three, four and five years of age he is able to do
stable who accosted her, awoke her from her tasks requiring greater skill and correentration
with the blocks.
trance and returned her to her warm home.
"By takin~ a number of children in this way
and discovermg what most children are able to do
at a given age, it is possible to lay down rules
BRAIN ABSCESS CAUSED BY NEEDLE
as to what a normal child's reaction is," Doctor
Alvin Volderbing of Reinbeck has no headache Gesell said. "And when we have these rules, we
to-day for the first time in twelve years. He are able, by testing children in the light of them,
blew his nose Sunday and found a half-inch piece .to discover whether or not a child is normal,
above normal, or sub-normal."
of needle in his handkerchief.
Twelve years ago, when a soldier in the Philippines, · Volderbing was kicked in the head by a
PUEBLO INDIANS KN~W T.HE" JJSE OF
horse. A surgeon 'operated and presumably left
SURGERY
.
part of a needle in the man's head. Recently physThat the Pueblo Indians of the Stone Age had
icians diagrwi;;ed his affliction as brain abscess surgeons who knew the use of splints and had atand forecast. his early death.
tained 'to a certain surgical skill in setting fractured· bones is . attested by the skeleton 'of a
Aztec girl unearthed by the New York
WASHINGTON FARMER HAS NATURAL young
Museum of Natural History in New Mexico. This
. ICE BOX
skeleton, now on exhibition at the museum, makes
Near Husum, Washington, a natural-ice cave an interesting exhibit of this prehistoric Pueblo
serves as a cold-stQ.rage warehouse for fruit, meat surgery. The girl, apparently from twelve · to
and vegetables, accommodating not only the sup- fifteen years of age, suffered a serious accident
plies of its owner, T. E. Ober, but of the neigh- and died from the effect.s, although the condition
bors as well. In fact, the unused space is so of the skeleton attests the efforts of the "!lurgeons
large that it could conveniently hold the products to save her life.
of a whole county.
The left hip had been badly fractured, and a
This ice cave, one of several in the Trout Lake portion of it had been broken away, around it:
region of Klickitat County, is one of the many were other breaks and dislocations. The treatnatural wonders of Mount Adams. Ober's cave ment of the most serious injuries was evidently
has a commodious ent rance, and for a distance of beyond the skill of the surgeons, but the left
several hundred feet an average temperature of forearm, which showed two breaks and extreme
:orty degrees is keenly perceptible. A strong dislocation, had been set by them. When the
breeze of cold air constantly blows, and farther skeleton was found at least six splints surrounded
·nto the darkness are the ice rooms and the freez- the broken arm. The splints were of wood, and
:ng cold. The ceiling is hung with lonb columns they averaged seven inches in length, half an inch
: ice, which in sumrrter drip to the floor. Exin width, and three tenths of an inch in thickness,
d orations have failed to yield any other opening
being fiat on the under side and rounded on the
:o the cave but the one employed by Ober as an upper. 'l'he bandages had entirely rotted away,
''."ltrance. The rooms gradually recede and ap·
but the remains showed that they had been a~
· •ar•mtly join part of a glacier coming down from justed in consonance with mQdern surgical me~~
od,s•
.ll-foun~ Adams,
JIU-JITSU TAUGHT ENGLISH WOMEN
Women in Manchester, England have taken up
jiu-jitzu. Several classes have been organized
where the Japanese science is taught women and
girls to make them better able to look after
themselves when out late at night.
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TIMELY TOPICS
NEW TYPE OF SPEAKERS
Radio loud speakers of concrete are the latest
type. A local inventor, after studying the echo
capacity of concrete construction, evolved a
speaker whih he claims eliminates all distortion.
BLINDFOLD COW KILLED
An automobile owner, whose machine killed a
cow recently won an award of $188 for damages
to his automobile. The cow had wandered onto
the highway blindfolded.
The jury held to the opinion that a cow with a
burlap blindfold over its head has no legal right
on a State highway.
The suit was brought by William M. Tucker
of Standish against Edward 0. Brown of Vassalboro, owner of the cow.
A WAY ON BUSINESS
A few ~-ears ago when a boy played hookey
from school he usually was expected to be found
skating on a neighboring pond or, at the worst,
hunting rabbits with an air rifle. But today
youths are of a more adventurous nature.
At least Lawrence Koons, fourteen, is, for
while Lawrence's Des Moines (la.) teacher was
marking him absent from · his junior high school
classes the other day, Lawrence was making a
trip to Omaha and back in an airplane alone. He
made the round trip of 300 miles in three hours.
He took his teacher a note the following day
to the effect that he had been away "on business."
CAI~

RESTCRED AFTER BEING SOLD
PIECEMEAL
A seven-passenger limousine stolen. some time
ago, dismantled and sold piecemeal by thieves to
three different junk dealers, has been restored to
the owner in running condition by 'the Berlin police. All it needs is a coat of paint.
More than a dozen policemen and detectives
worked on the case off and on. Armed with the
numbers of all parts of. the stolen car, which is
owned by a wealthy industrialist, the police gathered them in bit by bit until the police garage
mechanics were able to restore the car as it was
when stolen.
,
They found the motor in a second-hand accessory shop four months after the theft was reported. The chassis was found in a junk yard.
The owner was ·satisfied to take back that much
of the car, but the police assured him it would
pay to wait. Two weeks ago they found the body
in another junk yard, and a few days later a cop
rang the doorbell of the industrialist's home to
tell him that his lost automobile was waiting outside.
CATS SCORN MICE
While millions of mice are confined by strategic trenches in an area nine by twelve miles in
the vicinity of the dry Buena Vista . Lake, husdreds of letters are being received in Bakersfield,
Calif., advising methods of extermination.
Mercer County has offered to recruit an army
of cats and ship them to Kern County. Cats in
the infested district, however, are observed to be

absolutely indifferent to the rodents. One farmer
reported to the Commissioner's office here that
sixteen mice had taken shelter with a litter of
kittens for .warmth and that the mother cat had
adopted them.
Matthew McCurry, an official of the S. P. C. A.
at. San Francisco, advises use of country bred
cats. City cats, he says, do not know how to
forage and would do no good. Another adviser
suggests essence of peppermint and makes the
comment: "The mice simply cannot stand it and
will leave."
· Because strychnine is used in poisoning the
wheat used in the tranches and is a stimulant as
well as a poison, the mice, just before they die,
appear intoxicated into displays of befuddled
energy.
EX-CONVICTS ON PAROLE
As proof that former convicts, restored to liberty on parole, can and do turn their talents to
money making in a legitimate way, State Parole
Officer Ed W. Whyte announced that California
par~led men have earned a total of $12,581,681,69 smce the parole law was enacted in 1898.
His report, filed with Governor Richardson,
states further that these men have managed to
save $3,151,221.65 over the same period.
According to Whyte's report, only 19 per cent.
have violated their paroles and only 6 per cent.
have committed new crimes.
. Whyte's statistics on the current parole situation show 2,048 men at liberty under jurisdiction
of the State Board of Prison Directors and only
fifty-one of them out of employment.

"'
TELEPATHIST
ASTOUNDS
CHICAGO
INTELLIGENTSIA
A swarthy Egyptian telepathist has the Chicago intelligentsia figuratively standing on its
head. He looked into their brains and told them
what they were thinking about at that particular
moment. The seance was in the home of Juliu8
Rosenwald.
Ascoudar Kaldah Bey is the mind reader.
Among Mr. Rosenwald's guests were President .
Emeritus Harry Pratt Judson of the University
of Chicago; Harold H. Swift, Prof. James H.
Breasted, famous Egyptologist; Lessing Rosenthal, Dr. Loufa Mann of Sinai Temple; · Dr. M. L.
Goodkind and Prof. Theodore G. Soares and Prof.
Shaller Mathews of the Divinity School of the
University of Chicago.
"Kaldah's feats ranged from those familiar in
telepathy to others for which there are' only two
or three precedents in the history of mental
science," said Edward Lasker, chess wizard.
"These ranged from grasping Mr. Rosenwald's
hand and stating correctly his 'mother's maiden
name to repeating word for word a sentence· in
Arabic written by Professor Breasted.
"When Doctor Goodkind had in mind the medical term of a rare ~isea~e wh_ich would occupy
about three or four Imes m prmt, the Egyptian •
!!:ave it correctly.''
••
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OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. They contain
Valuable lnformation on Almost
Every Subject.

•

THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUMP
No. 42.
.SPEAI{ER.-Containing a varied assortment of stump
speech es, Negro, Dutch and Irish. Also end men's jokes.
No. 44. HOW TO WRITE IN AN ALBUM.-A grand
collection of Album Verses suitable for any time and
occasion; embracing Lines of Love, Aft'ection, Sentiment,
Humor. Respect. and Condolence; also Verses Suitable
for ValPntint'R and WedrlilH!S.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-A complete and
handy little book, giving thP rules and full <lirections
for playing Euchre, Crihhnge, Casino. Fortv-flve.
Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, Auction Pitch, All
Fours, and many other popular games of cards.
No. 53. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS. -A wonderful
little book. telling you how to write to your sweetheart,
vour fathn. mother. sister. brother. employer: and in
fart evP!'ybo<ly an<l anvho<lv yon wi•h to write to.
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COINS.Containin_g valuable information regarding the collecting and arranging of stamps and coins. Handsomely
·
illustrated .
No. 57. HOW TO MAKE MUSICAL INSTRUMl':NTS.
-Full directions bow tp make a Banjo, Violin, Zither,
Aeolian Harp, Xylophone and other musical instruments; together with a hrief desC!'iption of n ea rly every
m usical instrument used in ancient or modern times.
Profu•ely illn•tra ted.
No, 58. HOW TO BE A DETECTIVE.-By Old King
Brady, the well-known detective. In which he Jays down
•ome valnabl!' rulPs for beginners. and also relates some
adventures of well-known <let<>ctives.
No. 61. HOW TO BECOME A BOWLER.-A complete
manual of bowling. Containing full instructions for
playing all the standard American and German games;
together with rules and systems in use by the principal
bowling clubs.
No. 84. HOW TO MAKE EI,ECTRTCAL MACHTNES.
-Containing full directions for making electrical marbines. inrluction coils. dynamos. and mRny novel tovs
to be worked by electricity. By R. A. Bennett. Fully
illustrated.
No. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.- Containing a · larire collection of instructive an<l highly
11rnusing electrical tricks, together with Illustrations. By
A. Anderson.
No. 69. HOW TO DO SLEIGHT-OF-BAND.-Contain·
Ing over fifty of the latest and best tricks used by ma·
glcians. Also containing the secret of second sight.
Fully illustrated.
No. 72.. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.
-Embracin!! all of the latest and most deceptiv~ card
I ricks with illustrations.
No. 73. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH NUMBERS."lhowing many curious tricks with figures atid the magic
of numbers. By A. Anderson. Fully illustrated.
No. 74. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS CORRECTLY.Containing full instructions for writing letters on almost
3ny subject: a lso rules for punctuation and composition, with specimen letters.
No. 76. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES BY THE HAND.
-Containing rules for telling fortun es by the aid of
lines of the hitnd. or the secret of palmi•try. Also the
secret of telling .future events by aid of moles, mars,
scars, etc. Illustrated .
HOW TO DO FORTY TR1CKS WITH
No. 77.
CARDS.-Containing deceptive Card Tricks 's perform .<?cl by leading conjurers and magicians.
No. 79. HOW TO BECOME AN ACTOR.-Containing
romplete instructions how to make up for various characters on the stage: together with the duties of the
!'Jtage Manager, Prompter, Scenic Artist and Property
Man.
No. 80. GUS WTLLIAMS' ,JOKE BOOK.-ContJlinfag
the latest jokes, an<>cdotes and funny stories of this
world-renowned German comedian.
No. 82. HOW TO DO PALlllISTRY.-Containlng the
most approved methods of reading the Jines on the
hand, toirether with a full explanation of their meaning.
Also explaining pbrenology and the key for teT!ing
rharncter by the bumps on the head. By Leo Hugo
Koch, A.C.S. Fully illustrated.

PLUCK AND LUCK
LATEST ISSUES
1453 The Boy Railroad King; or. Fighting For a For•
tune .
14M Around the World 1n a Yacht; or, The Long CrulH
of Two Yankee Boys.
1455 Ont With Ruft'alo Bill: or, Six New York Boys lit
the Wild West.
1456 Three Young Guardsmen; or, The Chosen Cham•
plons of the Queen.
1457 A Kinir at 16; or, The Boy Monarch of an Unknown
Land.
1458 Young Ivan,boe: or. The Robin Hood of America.
1459 From Poor Hou•e to Palace; or, A Young Million•
•
aire for a Year
1460 Afloat with Captain Kidd; or, A Boy Among the
Pirates.
1461 My Brother Jack: or. The Lazy One of the Family
1462 The Roy Clill' Dwellers; or, The Mystery of the
Enchanted Mountain.
1463 Walt Whitney, the Boy Lawyer of New York.
1464 Old Ninety-Four, the Boy Engineer's Pride.
1465 The Tim berdale Twins; or, The Boy Champlolli
Skaters ot Heron Lake.
1466 The ¥g~:rom Tombstone; or, The Boss of a "Bad"
1467 Rob Rollstone; or, The Boy Gold Hunters of the
Philippines.
1468 Driven Into the Street; or, The Fate of an Ont•
cast Boy.
1469 Across the. Pacific In a Dory: or, Two Boys' Trip
to Chrna.
1470 Younir Cadmus: or, The Adventures of Lafayette's
Champion .
1471 The Boy Sherill'; or, The House That Stood On
the J..lnP.
1472 The J,lttJe Red Fox; or, The Midnight Riders or
W exford.
1473 Dick ,C~~if.Half-Breed; or, The Trail of the Indian
1474 The IT~~'.liRt's Son; or, The Spy of the Third Sec·
1475 The Star Athletic Club: or, The Champions of the
Rival Schools.
1476 The A hercleen Athletics; or, The 13oy Champions of
the Century Club.
1477 Left On Tr<>asure Island; or, The Boy Who Was
Forgotten.
1478 Toney. the Boy Clown: or, Across the Continent
With a Circus.
1479 '.!.'he White Nine; or, The Race For the Oakville
PPnnant
1480 '.!.'he Discarded Son; or, The Curse of Drink
1481 Molly, the Moonlighter: or, Out on the Hiils ot
Irelan<l .
1482 A Young Monte Cristo: or. Back to the World For
Yengpanre.
1483 Wrecked III' An Unknown Sea; or, Cast On a M:r&•
·
terious Island.
l484 Hal Hart of Harvard; or, College Life at Cam•
bridge.
1485 Dauntless Young Douglas: or. The Prisoner of the
Isle.
1486 His Own Master; or, In Bm in<>ss for Himself.
1487 The ~ost E;x:pedition; or, 'I'hl' City of Skulls.
1488 Hold mg His Own: or, The Brave Fight of Bob
Carter.
1489 The Young Mounted Policeman. (A Story of New
York City.)
1490 Captain Thunder; or, The Boy Treasure Hunters
of Robber's R eef.
1491 Across tile Continent in a Wagon. (A Tale of Adventure.)
141!2 Six Years In Sioeria; or, 2000 M11es ln Search ot
a Name.
1493 'l'he ~1.;ie':ten~ing; or, Fighting the Despoiler of the
1494 A Man in the Iron Cage: or, "Which Wns the Bov ., ..
141!5 With Stanley . On .l:lis Last Trip; or, Emln Pasha's
Rescue.
1496 Appointed to West Point: or, Fighting His Own
Way.
1497 The Bia.ck Magician and His Invisible Pupil.
1498 In the Phantom City; or, 'l'he Adventures or Dick
Daunt.
1499 The Mad Maroon; or, The Boy Castaways of the
I
Malay Islands.
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